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NEWS in BRIEF
National Nutrition
Mission approved

MCI to be replaced by
National Medical Commission

U

NION CABINET has
The Union Cabinet has
given its approval for
approved setting up of
the draft National Medical
National Nutrition Mission
Commission Bill, 2017 for
(NNM) with a three year
which the much-criticized
budget of Rs.9046.17 crore
Medical Council of India
commencing from 2017-18. (MCI), the existing apex
The NNM, as an apex body, medical education regulator,
will monitor, supervise, fix
will be swapped.
targets and guide the nutrition The move is based on
related interventions across
recommendations of the
the ministries. The proposal R a n j i t
consists of mapping of
Roychowdhury
various Schemes contributing Committee and a
towards addressing
Parliamentary
malnutrition,, introducing a
standing commitvery robust convergence
tee. The bill, which
mechanism, ICT based Real would replace the Medical
Council Act of 1956, is
Time Monitoring system,
expected to end "heavy
social audits, incentivizing
handed" regulatory control
Anganwadi Workers
(AWWs) for using IT based over medical education
institutions and would signal
tools and eliminating
a shift towards outcomeregisters used by AWWs
besides setting-up Nutrition based monitoring.
Resource Centres, involving The draft bill provides for the
masses through Jan Andolan constitution of four autonomous boards entrusted with
for their participation on
conducting undergraduate
nutrition through various
and postgraduate education,
activities, among others.P4
assessment and accreditation

Crime against Children
saw 11% increase in
2015-16

Crime against children in
India has increased by a
sharp 11% between 2015 and
2016, as freshly released
NCRB data suggests. Going
by absolute numbers, it's an
increase of 12,786 reported
crimes against children
across the country. The total
number of crimes against
children reported in 2016 is
106958, while 94172 crimes
were recorded in 2015.

Pearl Academy to launch
online courses in April
next year
Fashion and design education
provider, Pearl Academy with
4600 students will be
launching online courses
from next year. The academy
which has added a school of
Media and Journalism this
year, is already catering to
mid-career and
fashion/design hobbyists.

of medical institutions and
registration of practitioners
under the National Medical
Commission. The bill also
envisages a governmentconstituted 64-member
Medical Advisory Council,
which would act as the
primary platform for states to
give views and raise concerns
related to medical education.
As per the
provisions of the
draft bill, no
permission would
be required to add
new seats or to
start postgraduate courses.
Importantly, the draft bill also
proposes a common entrance
exam and licentiate exam
which all medical graduates
will have to clear to get
practicing licenses.
The bill is proposing
government nominated
chairman and members for
the chairman. A search
committee under the Cabinet
Secretary will select the board
members.
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100 applications for the
World Class University tag
This may be India’s second big moment after inception of IITs in
1950s, the seeding of a new order in Indian higher education

B

y December 12, the
last date of receiving
applications, 25 state
universities, six deemed to be
universities, 20 Institutions of
National Importance and six
standalone institutions have
applied under public
universities category and nine
private universities and 16
deemed to be universities
from private education
providers have applied in
brown field category while as
eight institutions have applied
in the greenfield category.
Overall 100 applications have
been received. Two years ago,
government had approved the
enabling regulatory architecture and funding for setting up
/ upgrading of 10 public and
10 private Institutions of
eminence so as to enable them
to reach amongst top 100 of
world institutions ranking.
“Overwhelming response to
the idea of Institutions of

Eminence, which will become
World Class Universities, is a
validation of the vision of
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi for improving the
quality of Higher Education in
India”, Union HRD Minister
Prakash Javadekar said. “All
lovers of education will
welcome this development.
This is how World Class
Universities were built in
various countries. The same
thing will happen in India”,
Javadekar said, adding that
“the selection of Institutions
of Eminence will not only
improve the quality of
education, but also propel
competition in the entire
education sector”. The
selection shall be made
through challenge method
mode by the Empowered
Expert Committee constituted
for the purpose. The selected
20 institutions shall be named
as “Institutions of Eminence”

which will have freedom to
choose their own path to
become world class institutions. These institutions shall
be provided with greater
autonomy viz. to admit
foreign students up to 30% of
admitted students; to recruit
foreign faculty upto 25% of
faculty strength; to offer
online courses upto 20% of its
programmes; to enter into
academic collaboration with
top 500 in the world ranking
Institutions without permission of UGC; free to fix and
charge fees from foreign
students without restriction;
flexibility of course structure
in terms of number of credit
hours and years to take a
degree; complete flexibility
in fixing of curriculum and
syllabus, etc. The scheme will
enable Indian students to get
world class education and
research facilities within the
country.

This year's the state of the World's
Children Report by UNICEF released
Titled 'Children in a Digital World' the 2017 report highlights
digital divides and explores current debates about the impact of the
internet and social media on children's safety and well-being

Make the digital world safer
for children while increasing
online access to benefit the
most disadvantaged was the
underlying message of the
state of the World's Children
Report 2017 released on
International Young Chef Olympiad (YCO) December 11 in New York.
Despite children's massive
Season IV of the world's biggest culinary extravaganza is
online presence 1 in 3 internet
scheduled to take place from January 28 to February 2,
2018. Teams from more than 50 countries will be
users worldwide is a child too
competing in YCO 2018 for the winner's trophy, a cash
little is done to protect them
prize of USD 10,000 and unparalleled international acclaim from the perils of the digital
for the perfect kick-start to their careers! The event is
world and to increase their
organized by IIHM with support from Ministry of Tourism. access to safe online content,

UNICEF said in its annual
flagship report.
The State of the World's
Children 2017: Children in a
D i g i t a l Wo r l d p r e s e n t s
UNICEF's first comprehensive look at the different ways
digital technology is affecting
children's lives and life
chances, identifying dangers
as well as opportunities. It
argues that governments and
the private sector have not kept
up with the pace of change,
exposing children to new risks

and harms and leaving
millions of the most disadvantaged children behind.
“For better and for worse,
digital technology is now an
irreversible fact of our lives,”
said UNICEF Executive
Director Anthony Lake. “In a
digital world, our dual
challenge is how to mitigate
the harms while maximizing
the benefits of the internet for
every child.”
The report explores the
Contd on P7
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News Updates
Seven Sinhgad Institutes receive GIIS to set up an International
NAAC 'A' Grade accreditation
School campus in Amaravati
Taking forward its legacy of providing excellence in
education, seven colleges from the Sinhgad Technical
Education Society (STES) have been conferred with Grade 'A'
in the recently concluded survey by the National Assessment
and Accreditation Council (NAAC). This accreditation has
been awarded to the colleges in conclusion of the thorough
research done which rated them highly on the council's sevenpoint scale. The colleges to receive 'A' grading are Sinhgad
Academy of Engineering, Kondhwa, Sinhgad College of
Engineering, Vadgaon, SKN Sinhgad Institute of Technology
and Science, Lonavala, Sinhgad Institute of Hotel
Management & Catering Technology, Lonavala, RMD
Sinhgad School of Engineering, Warje, Sinhgad Dental
College & Hospital, Vadgaon, SKN Sinhgad College of
Engineering, Pandharpur - Korti, Pandharpur.
Launched in 1993, Sinhgad Institutes has grown into a group
of 85 institutes and 15 schools offering courses ranging from
disciplines like Management, Engineering, Pharmacy,
Architecture, Law, Hotel Management, Arts, Commerce,
Science and Doctoral programs, as well as Health Sciences
covering Medical, Dental, Nursing and Physiotherapy. Their
vast variety of courses coupled with the highly admired
infrastructure provides education to more than 90,000+
students annually.

Logic Roots and Project Mudra
chosen as Village Capital's top
Education startups
Education startups Logic Roots and Project Mudra, were peerselected as the top ventures of Village Capital Education: India
2017. They were part of a cohort of 13 Indian education
startups, which were selected from among 120 applicants
focused on solving problems in K-12 education. The threemonth program was run by Village Capital, a leading global
venture capital firm, and funded by Omidyar Network, a
philanthropic investment firm that helps scale innovative
organizations to catalyse economic and social change. Logic
Roots is a startup that designs social math games for K-5
students while as Project Mudra is a hardware startup that
enables visually impaired students to learn better.
As the peer-selected winners of Education: India 2017, Logic
Roots and Project Mudra will receive investment offers of
$50,000 each from Village Capital. They were selected as the
ventures with the highest potential to scale in accordance with
Village Capital's “peer selection” model. Entrepreneurs in
each Village Capital program evaluate each other across eight
indicators of investment readiness to select two among them
for investment at the end of the program. Omidyar Network
will also explore whether the participating companies would
be a good fit for its education portfolio.
India has the largest K-12 student population in the world,
with over 260 million children enrolled in schools across the
country. While access has improved over time, educational
outcomes remain poor for a majority of these students,
ultimately affecting their earning capabilities and long-term
well-being. Village Capital, with support from Omidyar
Network, sourced a wide array of companies, ranging from
innovative school and after-school models to companies
offering technology that enables personalized learning for
students.

Global Indian International School (GIIS) recently signed an
agreement with the Andhra Pradesh Capital Region
Development Authority (APCRDA) to set up an International
Day School campus in the new capital city Amaravati, under
the invitation for establishing schools of national &
international repute in Amaravati, Andhra Pradesh. The
process is run by APCRDA with an objective to establish stateof-the-art schools with national and international curriculum.
GIIS campus in Amaravati will be spread over four acres of
land allotted by the APCRDA with a capacity to house 2000
students with an investment outlay of over Rs. 50 crore.
Atul Temurnikar, Chairman and Co-founder Global Indian
International School said, “GIIS is committed to India and
keen to introduce 21st century learning techniques in Indian
education, in the age of disruption and innovation. We will
continue to grow in India by setting up new campuses and
adopt international best practices in education in the country.
He further added, “This invitation from APCRDA for
establishing state of the art school in Amaravati is a testimony
to the high quality education at GIIS.”

N ex t Te c h L a b ( S R M ) w i n s
International QS Award
Next Tech Lab from SRM University has won a Silver Prize at
the Reimagine education awards 2018 organised by
Quacquarelli Symonds and Wharton School of Business,
University of Pennsylvania. The conference and awards took
place at the Philadelphia Marriott Downtown in Pennsylvania,
USA and the biggest names in education were in attendance.
Quacquarelli Symonds, better known as QSis is famous for its
annual publication of international university rankings. SRM
University (Now SRM Institute of Science and Technology)
currently holds a 4 star rating from QS.
Next Tech Lab was awarded in the student-led innovation for
spearheading student-ledcross-disciplinary research in India.
Nominees for the awards included Massachusetts Institute
ofTechnology, National University of Singapore, Imperial
College London and other renowned universities. The final
nominees were selected from thousands of entries worldwide
and were invited to take part in the showcase pitch conducted
at the conference. SRM University was the only Indian
university reaching the finale & bagging the esteemed
accolade.
Next Tech Lab AP recently finished a project using Augmented
Reality to redefine the learning paradigm for elementary
school children. The apps are being deployed in schools to
supplement regular classes

Made Easy School formally opens in
Gurugram
MADE EASY SCHOOL at Bandhwari, near sector 59,
Gurugram, Haryana formally opened December, 10 2017,
which was also the foundation day of MADE EASY group.
Among those who graced the inauguration ceremony
including Krishan Pal Gurjar, union MoS for Social Justice &
Empowerment, Swatantra Dev Singh, MoS (Independent) for
Transport & Protocol and Minister of State for Power, UP, BJP
politicians Kailash Vijayvargiya and
Manoj Tiwari, DN
Gautam, Former DGP, Bihar; Kunwar Pushpendra Singh
Chandel, Member of Parliament, Rajinder Singh Joon, Fomer
MLA, Bahadurgarh, Haryana, and Padam Singh, Actor.

SIES (Nerul) fest 'SIESONS' on 19-20 Jan
SIES (Nerul) College of Arts, Science and Commerce in Navi Mumbai will be holding its annual inter collegiate festival
SIESONS on 19 & 20th of next month (January 2018). The Theme for this year is 'Safarnama', which represents the
beautiful journey of SIESONS over the past 20 years, because 'Safar khubsoorat Hai manzil see bhi'. “We work very
hard to put up the event, and it is heartwarming to get a positive response for all our hard work,” says S. Sanjana, Media
PR Head, Well, we'll looking forward to the final act!

Spread over a sprawling campus of 25 acres, MADE EASY
SCHOOL is cushioned in the lap of the Aravalis. The school
has world class infrastructure equipped with spacious smart
classrooms, a library, multi sensorial lab, well equipped
infirmary, music & dance room, Art & Craft room,
amphitheater, 9 acres of playground with proper cricket pitch,
cafeteria where food will be prepared from in-house organic
produce , an indoor sports complex and many more things. B
Singh, CMD, MADE EASY Group said, “The school aims at
empowering children with 21st Century Skills. The emphasis
is on finding solutions to real world problems through
Experiential Learning”

JGU Partners with US Ivy League
University
Jindal Global Law School (JGLS) of O.P. Jindal Global
University (JGU) has signed a MoU with Cornell Law School,
New York allowing the students of JGLS to pursue a dual
degree programme. This is the first time in the history of the
eight Ivy League law schools in the USA (Columbia, Cornell,
Harvard, Brown, Dartmouth, Princeton, Yale, and University
of Pennsylvania) that an international partnership of this
magnitude and significance has been established with any law
school outside of Europe.
The dual degree programme opens up a number of exciting
opportunities for JGLS students. This will enable students to
get access to and learn from the top-notch and renowned law
professors in Cornell University Law School. JGLS students
securing a JD degree in Cornell University Law School will
also be eligible to take the American Bar Exam as well as sit in
for campus recruitments taking place in Cornell Law School.

DIGITALIZATION EMPOWERMENT
YSTD centers promoter holds
national ambition
Y Screens Trade Development (YSTD) Center is a pioneering
concept of empowering the youth in semi-urban and rural
areas launched in 2016 in Andhra Pradesh by first generation
entrepreneur Yarlagadda Venkata Ratna Kumar under which
150-199 seater-capacity mini digital theatres with value
added services like ATMs/e-banking, food courts, gaming
zones, coffee shops, retail outlets become hub of youth
hangouts. Two prototype
centres in Vijaywada at
Nehru bus station are already
in operation since June 2016,
while as work on 14 others
including two in Telangana
are in progress.
“While urban centres have
such amenities, they have a
pull over rural youth and thus
add to reasons for urban
migration. Digitalization is
not smart phones alone. It is
also a means of
empowerment hitherto seen impossible. Now we are
challenging that notion and expanding the benefits of digital
India,” Ratna Kumar adds. YSTD centres will also encompass
incubation centres, entrepreneurial information and
mentorship services so that local ideas and produce can be
turned into enterprises. The digital threatres like all others are
connected by satellite distribution and will show latest. Short
film makers will also be encouraged to sue the platform to not
only show regional/local content but also encourage their
creativity and talent.
The promoter who wants to go national with this model of
empowering hub of entertainment and education feels that
states should encourage this cinema-driven youth
empowering transformation of our rural landscape by
providing a single window clearance policy.
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News Updates

QS BRICS University Rankings 2018 released
SIXTY FIVE top Indian universities (Higher Education
Institutions) have made it in the list of top 300 rankings in the
QS BRICS University Rankings 2018 dominated at the top
with Chinese universities. Tsinghua University of China has
retained its number one spot from last year.
The rankings that were released on November 22 also saw
Indian Institute of Technology
Bombay (IIT Bombay) rise
four notches from 13 to 9 in the
2018 and overtake the Indian
Institute of Science Bangalore
as the highest-ranked
university in India in BRICS
this year. Both figure in top 10
at 9th and 10th rank respectively. Also ranked joint 179th in
the world rankings, IIT Bombay is highly ranked for 16
subjects, including the global top 100 for computer science,
chemical engineering, civil engineering and art & design as
also highly ranked in environmental sciences, materials
sciences, and pharmacy.
15 Indian universities receive a perfect score of 100/100 for
QS's Staff with PhD indicator & 3 Indian universities- IISc,
Bangalore, ICT (Institute of Chemical Technology) Mumbai
and IIT-D receiving 100/100 for papers per faculty. Among
public universities, the Delhi University features at 41st rank,
University of Calcutta at 64, Jadavpur University at 74,
University of Mumbai at 82 and Anna University, Chennai at
85th position. IIT-Kanpur, IIT-Khargpur, IIT-Roorkee, IITGuwahati and IIT-Hyderabad also figure in top 100 in the list.
BITS Pilani at 109, Manipal Academy of Higher Education at
119 and Thapar University at 137 are top three private
universities in the list of 300.
QS (Quacquarelli Symonds), one of the world's leading
information specialist in the higher education sector, in 2013
launched BRICS University Rankings as an annual ranking of

the top universities in the five BRICS countries Brazil,
Russia, India, China and South Africa. The project, developed
by QS in collaboration with Russian news agency Interfax,
emerged from a desire to better highlight and track progress
made by each of the five BRICS countries in the higher
education field, and to facilitate comparison of universities in
nations that share certain key
socio-economic dynamics and
most of world's population.
In a series of tweets union HRD
minister Prakash Javadekar
expressed happiness on the
performance of Indian universities and congratulated the rankers. “It is no mean achievement
to see 65 Indian universities being ranked in QS BRICS
University Rankings 2018, which is more than Brazil (61) &
South Africa (12),” he tweeted adding, “Glad that two more
IITs IIT-D and IIT-M feature in top 20. Congrats! “
The BRICS ranking is compiled using eight different
indicators that include Academic reputation (30%) based on
analysis of QS's major global survey of academics, Employer
reputation (20%) based on QS's major global survey of
graduate employers, Faculty/student ratio (20%) reflects the
number of students enrolled per full-time academic faculty
member employed, Staff with a PhD (10%), Papers per faculty
(10%) calculated using data from Scopus, Citations per paper
(5%) using Scopus, International faculty (2.5%), and
International students (2.5%).
UGC Chairman VS Chauhan while speaking at a certificate
presentation confluence where some of these top ranking
Indian universities were felicitated in New Delhi said, “We are
trying to change a lot of regulations which are made log ago. In
this there is space for rankings and the government is also
realizing this that the universities are a matter of prestige for

NEWS YOU CAN USE
Aakash Talent
Quest (ATQ)
Scholarship
AAkash Talent Quest (ATQ)
is a scholarship program for
class 12 students. It is
offered by Aakash Institute
for Medical (NEET) and
Engineering (JEE Main and
Advanced) aspirants. The
last date to apply is 19
December and Scholarship
Exam will be held on 24
December.
Eligibility: Class 12
Studying/Passed
Application: Online
Last Date: 19 December
2017
Prizes: 100% scholarship
worth Rs. 15.40 Croresand
Cash Prizes of 41.5 Lakh.
Read More:
http://bit.ly/aakash-atq

NASA Space
Settlement
Contest
NASA Space Settlement

Contest is organised by
NASA Ames Research
Centre in collaboration with
National Space Society.A
student can participate as
individuals or part of a team
in two categories, in teams
of up to six students or
more.The cash prize for the
winning team or individual
will be 3000 USD 3000. The
students have to design
practical and applicable
space settlement model.
Eligibility: Students of
Class 6 to 12
Application: Online
Last Date: 15 February
2018
Prizes: Cash prize worth $
3000
Read More:
http://bit.ly/nasa-contest

Sitaram Jindal
Foundation
Scholarship
Scholarship is organised by
Sitaram Jindal Foundations
for the students of class 1112, ITI, UG, PG and

Diploma holders. The basis
of the scholarship will be the
marks obtained by the
candidates in the last
qualifying exam and the
financial status. Monthly
scholarships will be given to
the qualified candidates.
Eligibility: Students of class
11-12, ITI, UG, PG and
Diploma holders
Application: Online
Last Date: Open throughout
the year
Prizes: Monthly scholarships
Read
More:http://bit.ly/sitaramjindal

expand its portfolio of
scholarships in order to
cater to a larger number of
students. Application
Submission period - 24th
November, 2017 to 15th
January, 2018

YoungChamps
Campaign

IDBI Federal Life Insurance
Quest for Excellence &
Pullela Gopichand
Academy’s youngchamps is
an initiative will help
young talent up to and
under the age of 10 years to
showcase their badminton
skills via a 2-minute video.
MBA scholarship
The winners of the contest
will get to train at the
program
Pullela Gopichand
Vidyasaarathi, a unique
education scholarship portal Academy in Hyderabad
after going through a
by NSDL e-Governance
selection process.
Infrastructure Limited
Children up to 10 years
(NSDL e-Gov), has
will
be eligible to
announced its partnership
with CARE Ratings, to offer participate in the 3-week
contest that closes on Dec
MBA scholarships to
students. This collaboration 28. FB/Twitter can be used
to send entries.
enables Vidyasaarathi to

the country."
However, the euphoria over some good performance in
BRICS rankings is not seen by experts as any endorsement of
government's fillip to higher education sector in the country.
For instance, the issue of creation of top 20 world-class
universities which the government is trumpeting as the game
changer is mired in hassle of rules and regulations in the
application stage itelf. According to Prof H Vinod Bhat, vicechancellor of Manipal University, even after NAAC accreditation and other affiliations in place, their application has
already added 25000 page enclosures and another 5000 are to
be added which range from basic land paper onwards. “The
level playing field is not well thought of and private providers
have about 23 regulators to pass. The application window must
remain open for another two years at least,” he added.
Lack of understanding on as to what makes universities great,
is another area that doesn't have many followers among Indian
universities. Prof Shyam Sunder, professor at Yale School of
Management (Yale University), who spoke at the event quoted
above is of the view that great universities are not operated
either by civil service or business rules but require a third kind
of governance structure. “Great universities don't claim
finances as a matter of right but it persuades society and
parents to pay for university's operation. A university looks at
the society as to what a healthy society wants it to do for it.
And, importantly, great universities don't keep its finances
secret,” he added.
Higher education in India which is still characterized by
regulation and bureaucratic control, low investment, poor
quality of teachers and teaching, corruption, nepotism and
student violence has a long way to go before it becomes
globally competitive. But at the same time, let's not be
dismissive of the recognition country's HEIs got in BRICS
rankings this year. Cheers to them!

From P1
The National Nutrition Mission
The programme through the targets will strive to reduce the
level of stunting, under-nutrition, anemia and low birth
weight babies. It will create synergy, ensure better
monitoring, issue alerts for timely action, and encourage
States/UTs to perform, guide and supervise the line
Ministries and States/UTs to achieve the targeted goals.
More than 10 crore people will be benefitted by this
programme. All the States and districts will be covered in a
phased manner i.e. 315 districts in 2017-18, 235 districts in
2018-19 and remaining districts in 2019-20.:
An amount of Rs. 9046.17 crore will be expended for three
years commencing from 2017-18. This will be funded by
Government Budgetary Support (50%) and 50% by IBRD or
other MDB. Government budgetary support would be 60:40
between Centre and States/UTs, 90:10 for NER and
Himalayan States and 100% for UTs without legislature.
Total Government of India share over a period of three years
would be Rs. 2849.54 crore.
Implementation strategy would be based on intense
monitoring and Convergence Action Plan right upto the
grass root level. NNM will be rolled out in three phases
from 2017-18 to 2019-20. NNM targets to reduce stunting,
under-nutrition, anemia (among young children, women and
adolescent girls) and reduce low birth weight by 2%, 2%,
3% and 2% per annum respectively. Although the target to
reduce Stunting is atleast 2% p.a., Mission would strive to
achieve reduction in Stunting from 38.4% (NFHS-4) to 25%
by 2022 (Mission 25 by 2022).

DIY robotic kits
GlobalSpace Technologies (BSE: GSTL), has launched
'Makebot', a STEM based educational DIY robotic kits and
allows children to build their own robots and program them
with ease using a PC, a tablet or a smartphone. These kits
aid in learning programming through graphical simulation
and in understanding the basic fundamentals of science,
technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) as well.
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Lead Story

School Security & Safety Debate’

Schools need to be proactive on these issues: Experts

T

HE recent hullaballoo
over lax and/or
neglected school
safety and security regulations after a couple of oncampus incidents created
widespread public outrage, is
giving anxious and scary time
to all school managements
and school leaders particular
those of private schools in
India. And, not without valid
reasons!
For instance,
Haryana didn't had any
guidelines for schools before
the September 8 (2017)
murder case of a class 2
student in Ryan International
School in Gurgaon and now
there are a plethora overlapping sets. The Central Board
of Secondary Education
(CBSE) with over 18500
affiliated schools revisited its
rules and came out with a set
of guidelines and regulation
which among other things
included psychometric tests
of employees and police
verification including that of
teachers.
With this sudden burst of
guidelines, public outcry and
the guilt of not knowing
enough on the subject,
schools have pressed panic
button. In order to address this
issue and create awareness in
school community FICCI on
December 8 organized a oneday seminar Safety and
Security in Schools” to
deliberate and discuss the
issue.
In her keynote presentation,
Divya Balgopal, senior
p a r t n e r, M u n d k u r L a w
Partners, illustrated how
schools are caught on wrong
foot despite on the right side
most of the time due to lack of
basic understanding of the law
and conventions. According

to her schools must learn the
difference between criminal
liability and civil liability and
how it can be applied to them.
Under Article 19 (Protection
from all forms of violence) of
the United Nations
Convention on the Rights of
the Child, Children have the
right to be protected from
being hurt and mistreated,
physically or mentally.
Governments should ensure
that children are properly
cared for and protect them
from violence, abuse and
neglect by their parents, or
anyone else who looks after …
As India is a signatory to the
convention, the government
has to be ensure this right to
children, so there is no undue
government interference if
some people think so.
To begin with education is in
the concurrent subject that is
under both the central as well
start governments. A school
can be held guilty on counts of
neglect, violence (physical
and emotional), abuse (mental
& physical), discrimination
(caste, creed, gender, etc),
economic or sexual exploitation and under consumer
protection for deficiency of
service.
Again, there are several
regulators including transport
department for road safety,
child rights under department
of women and child development, student welfare from
affiliating boards in addition
to district administration and
education department.
“You may not have a guilty
mind, but you have to prove
duty of care,” says Balgopal
while emphasizing the
importance of documentation.
In a law of court or before an
authority one has to demonstrate and
show that one
had best
intentions
even when
something
went wrong.
Every policy
and procedure
in a school
must be made
with benefit to
child in mind
and must be
verifiable. The
s tandard of

reasonable care for all
children, keeping in mind the
interest of child and minimum
mandatory obligations is a
must to qualify for a civil
liability in case of any
untoward incident. “Schools
must constitute security and
safety committees with
parents also as stakeholders,”
says Balagopal adding that it
must be a diligent and honest
work. “Your health report of
grade I is not going to protect
you in grade VIII? Same for
teachers, if something
happens to a teacher on duty,
what will you do?”
Section 43A of the IT Act is
another legal provision that
schools need to be aware of as
they are in possession of
private and sensitive data and
same must not be breached.
The Protection of Children
from Sexual Offences
(POCSO) Act 2012 is
applicable to the whole of
India, the schools need to
keep a reasonable knowledge
of its provision and preferably
have a committee. Under
some provisions, the school
has to mandatorily report on
some cases. Also, the child
helpline and other
compliances from NCPCR
and district administration are
necessary to prevent,
recognize, respond and report
to crimes against children in
schools.
Some school administrators,
who have seen security
evolving from what used to be
the additional job of physical
education teacher to now a
full-fledged control rooms,
having own standard
operating procedure is still the
best model to frame. “Take
opinion of parents, teachers,
support staff and senior
students,” says Capt Gurmeet
K a u r, H e a d - A d m i n &
Operations at the Shiv Nadar
School, Gurgaon.
Things can go wrong, so be
prepared. According to Rohan
Oberoi, CEO, Momentum
India, a company in delivering emergency services, risk
analysis is a must. “Look at
past 30-40 years, it will give
you an idea. You must
understand the catch is selfregulation, you must know
what you are doing and not be
scared. Generate and mine

data, empower yourself and
your students.”
O P. Singh, IPS, Director
General, CISF, who also
spoke at the event said that the
security of the children is a
multi-dimensional issue and
at present implementation and
monitoring is a challenge
which need to be addressed in
a holistic manner. School
administration should
consider consulting professional risk consultants and
security managers. “School
administrations have to be
much more proactive than
other stakeholders. Make
safety and security part of our
DNA in while working in
schools. Train staff and
students, hold regular drills
and table top exercises on
mitigation, preparedness,
response and recovery from
emergency response for
hazards, disasters, accidents
etc. Develop a procedure,” he
added.
Ariana Heifetz, ConsultantSocial-emotional learning
emphasized the role of social
emotional curriculum in
training and engaging young
minds to make them strong,
aware and make them observe
values.
Deputy Commissioner of
Gurugram, Vinay Pratap
Singh, a familiar face now in
India as he is the only
bureaucrat who is also the
head of a school (Ryan
International) after government took it over for three
months following the murder
of a student and subsequent
violent protests, said that only
those guidelines are best
which are implementable and
agreeable to stakeholders and
therefore require dialogue and
consensus. He further added
that security skills council has
been involved in the process
of making workable guidelines and schools need hand
h o l d i n g i n t h i s
transformational phase.
FICCI along with EY and
Mundkur Law Partners also
presented a framework of the
proposed study, “Student
Safety in K-12 schools: a
Report, Primer and Toolkit”.
The proposed study seeks to
cover various dimensions of
safety.

Crime against Children Sees
11% increase during 2015-16
Kidnap and Rape at the Top
Crime against children in India has increased by a sharp
11% between 2015 and 2016, as freshly released NCRB
data suggests. Going by absolute numbers, it's an increase
of 12,786 reported crimes against children across the
country. The total number of crimes against children
reported in 2016 is 106958, while 94172 crimes were
recorded in 2015.
This however does not come as a surprise, as a cumulative
analysis done by CRY Child rights and You shows a
steady upward trend with a significant increase of more
than 500% over a period of the past one decade (1,06,958
in 2016 over 18,967 in 2006). Further retrospective
comparison within the mentioned timeframe points at a
sharper rate of increase in the latter quadrennium (2012 to
2016) than that recorded in the former lustrum (2006 to
2011).
Komal Ganotra, Director Policy & Advocacy at CRY said,
“While this steep rise in numbers might have been the
result of increased awareness among the people at large
and the law enforcing agencies in recording crimes, it also
indicates that children have become increasingly exposed
to the risk of becoming victims in recent years.”
Looking at the concentration of reported incidents across
the states, more than 50% of crimes against children have
been recorded in just five states, namely Uttar Pradesh,
Maharashtra, Madhya Pradesh, Delhi UT and West Bengal.
While Uttar Pradesh tops the list with 15% of recorded
crimes against children, Maharashtra and Madhya Pradesh
closely follow with 14% and 13% respectively.
Going by the nature of crimes and categories those were
booked under, Kidnapping and Abduction clearly tops the
lists with almost half of the total crimes (48.9%, number of
crimes 52,253) as recorded in 2016. The next biggest
category of crime against children in terms of number of
booking is rape, amounting to more than 18% of all crimes
against children, while all crimes under POCSO Act
constitutes around 33% of total crimes[1]. Further analysis
suggests that Uttar Pradesh recorded maximum number of
crimes under the categories of 'Kidnapping & Abduction'
and 'POCSO Act'; as in both these categories Maharashtra
and Madhya Pradesh stand in the second and third slot
respectively.
A new chapter on 'Missing Persons and Children' which
has been included in this year's NCRB release in
compliance with the Supreme Court directives, shows that
a total of 1,11,569 children (41,175 boys and 70,394 girls)
were reported to have been missing. The maximum cases
were reported from West Bengal (15.1%) during 2016. A
total of 55,944 children were traced at the end of the year
(including previous year) in the country.
Komal Ganotra, Director, Policy & Advocacy at CRY said,
“Going by the current trend reflected in the Government
data, Uttar Pradesh, Maharashtra and Madhya Pradesh
along with some other states continue to show worrying
trends in the magnitude of crime against children. Also,
this is a grim reminder of the fact that we, as a country, do
not have proper prevention mechanisms in place to address
the issue of child protection, nor are we keen on building
more empathetic understanding and intervention plans
adequately backed up by sustained investment on child
security.”
Elaborating on the way forward ion tackling increasing
crime rate against children Komal added, “Child protection
in our country cannot be ensured with just having
legislations and numerous guidelines. We as country need
to commit in cultivating a culture of zero tolerance to
violence against children. We should be vigilant and
cognizant of the fact that children are at risk with gaps in
infrastructure, processes and systems as well as people. It
is non-negotiable for the state and other duty bearers to
equip themselves in recognising these risks and put robust
systems and processes to assess and eliminate the same.”
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Lead storyII

What’s Next
Future of Design Education
Fashion and design
education provider,
Pearl Academy with
4600 students spread
across four campuses
in Delhi, Noida, Jaipur
and Mumbai, will be
launching online
courses from next year.
The academy which
has added a school of
Media and Journalism this year, is already catering to midcareer and fashion/design hobbyists through a weekend
course program. The online programs to be announced later,
will add to Pearl's outreach and positioning as a major
provider in its category.
Addressing a press conference, Professor Nandita Abraham,
CEO Pearl Academy said that by 2020 the domestic demand
for designer professionals in various fields will be to the tune
of 63,000 and as such Pearl Academy is consciously preparing
to expand its footprint to produce more quality professionals.
Prof Abraham, in her current role that she took up about two
years ago, has infused a new energy and thinking in Pearl
Academy and helped it position differently from the peer
institutions
Taking a complete shift from past, the Pearl Academy's
flagship annual event 'What is Next'Education for Tomorrow,
held on November 23 at its Rajouri Garden campus in New
Delhi defined this shift as the confluence engaged school
leaders overwhelmingly. Last year, it has introduced a session
but this time, it was all about engagement with schools.
According to Abraham, there is a need for professional
education institutes like Pearl Academy to engage at two
levels. “One is of course at the industry level, which has been a
sort of norm but on the other end we need to engage with
school because the student comes from there besides
propagation of design education needs to spread in this
country far more.,” she added.
The 7th edition of 'What's Next', a World Café style
confluence, divided into three sessions around the themes
Setting the context, Building a shared perspective and
Preparing the learner for future, attracted more than 100
principals, school leaders, teachers and thought leaders from
across India. Biju Dominic, CEO, Final Mile Consulting, and
Geetanjali JB, Head, Academics, Himalayan Institute of
Alternatives, Ladakh, were the keynote speakers.
Dominic while making his passionate presentation on
neuroscience of no-conscious mind said that educationists
need to work for the same dopamine release for curiosity of
creation and discovery of knowledge the same several things

Pearl Academy
to launch online
courses in April
next year

Education Framework for Human Potential' by Chrysalis
Chennai-based education company, Chrysalis (Formerly EZ Vidya) on
November 16 unveiled an academic programme based on the 'Framework for Human Potential' developed by it over past several years, and
on its basis backed by research has designed solutions (a combination of
books and ICT material along with teacher empowering sessions) from
KG upto class VI after 'beta testing' it successfully across 1000 schools

F

OR Dr Chitra Ravi,
founder CEO of
Chrysalis, on
November 16, 2017 life came
to a full circle almost 16 years
after she first thought of
transforming the way
education is transacted in our
education systems. It was after
she came face to face with the
academic reality of preschools when her own
daughter was a student that she
embarked upon the journey of
bettering the learning/teaching
experience in schools.
However, it was in the last 2-3
years that Chitra and her team
which includes Brian Waller as
the head of curriculum, R & D,
that Chrysalis rebranded itself

in its current avatar and started
rigorous work on development
of a new framework that would
seamlessly integrate theory of
multiple intelligences,
constructivism, metacognition
with learning methods from
the eastern world and
frameworks.
According to Chitra due to
mental absence of children
from classrooms, we are losing
precious hours of children on a
daily basis as well as making
teaching dull, unappealing and
unreal. “We dream of an
education system that is not
designed with the fear of
making the child job ready, but
designed to bring out the
infinite beauty in every child.
We dream of an education
system that is made for
the child, not for the
industry,” she emphasizes.
The Human Potential
Framework developed
by Chrysalis, the first
integrated educational
framework that focuses
on nurturing the
cognitive, social,

including junk food and cola does even after we leave no stone
unturned to tell children to refrain from their consumption. “It
is a science, that aha moment that these things give a child
overrides all logic. Can we create such moments in
teaching/learning?” he questioned. He added that the
construct and design of the education system should be such

e m o t i o n a l ,
metacognitive
aspects of thinking
during the formative
years of a child, is
backed by 16 years
of academic and
field research.
According to the
company, the new
framework is a result
of years of understanding and research which it
did on its own as well as in
partnership with others such as
WIPRO, Zinger Labs and
British council, etc. It also
surveyed more than 750
teachers from 123 privately
run CBSE affiliated schools on
CCE as part of this research.
Divergent Thinking, SOLO
t a x o n o m y, S o c i a l a n d
Emotional Learning (SEL),
Metacognition, Age
Appropriate Concepts,
cooperative learning is key
elements of this new framework which is integrated into
core academic subjects from
KG to 6th, making it accessible to every child from any
school.

A nationwide movement
called “Dream for the child”,
has been initiated by Chrysalis
called out to everyone who
cared for the child, to rise
against the mediocrity in the
current education system that
focuses on understanding and
applications of academic
concepts at best. “In 2018,
we'll be putting a multichannel approach involving an
open source framework so that
it can be integrated into
mainstream curriculum in
schools and they aim to work
closely with Central and State
Governments,” adds Chitra.
Private schools and parents
can opt for readily available
integrated program called
ThinkRoom.

that children get highs from studies. He also lambasted the
current education system which calls collaboration or
discussion as 'copying'.
Geetanjali JB of Himalayan Institute of Alternatives spoke
about the highly appreciated education experiment of
SECMOL in Ladakh. She said that next revolution is going to
be the evolution of human being in totality. “Next currency is
going to be the commonsense as artificial intelligence and
robotics takes over. Head, heart and hands will be the new
literacy tools,” she said.
She also shared how failure in studies is rewarded at her
school by way of putting the failed students into real life
entrepreneurial skill development and incubations. She
further added, “Students need to realise that ability to fail and
rebound is what will drive them towards success. They need to
be equipped with applied knowledge, which will further
prepare them to deal with real-time challenges. And it is
important for us to catch their curiosity, empower them to ask
questions and answer them all. Let us not make education a
utilitarian figure just to get good jobs.”
The interactive sessions saw principals, leaders of high school
education, industry experts and career counsellors came up
with interesting and practically implementable ideas to build
connected communities, empower learners and prepare them
for future. In an interesting format the participants were also
asked to choose five top skills of future which emerged around
building value system, co creation and collaboration, critical
thinking, allowing failure, curiosity etc.
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Special Focus

WHY CHASE ONLY IITs?
By Aakash Chaudhry
Director, Aakash Institute

T

he pain of being
defeated in a battle
like IIT-JEE is quite
agonising. Every year lacs of
students compete for a
woefully inadequate number
of seats. As a result, the dream
of getting into an IIT remains
a dream for a majority of
engineering aspirants,
making it the most competitive entrance exam. The task
of getting through the IITJEE is an uphill one;
however, failure in the exam
does not make one worthless.
One should learn to take
rejection as a motivation to
prove oneself and regard it as
the grist for the mill. Students
should not get discouraged
and brace themselves up for
an alternative college. Instead
of being stuck in a limbo, they
should change gear and move
on to the next level by looking

for other possible options.
One can still attain success
even without the tag of an IIT.
What is of significance is how
you follow your dream to
pursue an engineering career.
There are plenty of examples
worth mentioning who are not
IITians but still made big in
life. One such example is Dr
APJ Abdul Kalam, better
known as “the Missile Man of
India”, who was not from any
IITs but did his engineering
from Madras Institute of
Te c h n o l o g y ( M I T ) .
Nonetheless, he became one
of the finest engineers in the
world inspiring many
aspiring IITians. Another
example is of Satya Nadella,
the CEO of Microsoft, who
went to a very humble
engineering college and not
toany IITs. Famously known
as “the father of the Pentium
chip”, the legendary Vinod
Dham was also not an IITian.
It is, thus, a testament to the
fact that even without the tag
of an IIT, one can achieve
great heights and prosperity
withtheir skills, dedication
and consistent hard work.

from P1

There are numerous institutes
such as the IIITs, NITs and
BIT's Pilani along with a
number of private and deemed
universities that are renowned
for delivering first-class
engineering education. Apart
from that, there are also a
number of private and public
sector colleges that have
carved a niche for themselves.
Hence, students should not
lose all hope and see it as a
chance to turn the tide.
Zeroing in on a college is often
a stressful experience for
students.
While finalising a college,
students should prefer
recommended university over
an affiliated college that
enjoys autonomy in the
curriculum. Besides that, they
should map their aptitude for
the types of courses available.
It is also imperative to keep
abreast with internships and
placement record of the
institute/college. Students
should also do an in depth
analysis of the facilities
provided, admission criteria,
class size and apply wisely to
the college that best meet their

misuse of their private
information, access to harmful
content, and cyberbullying.
The ubiquitous presence of
mobile devices, the report
notes, has made online access
for many children less
supervised and potentially
more dangerous.
And digital networks like the
D a r k
W e b
a n d
cryptocurrencies are enabling
the worst forms of exploitation
and abuse, including
trafficking and 'made to order'
online child sexual abuse.
The report presents current
data and analysis about
children's online usage and the
impact of digital technology
on children's wellbeing,
exploring growing debates
about digital “addiction” and
the possible effect of screen
time on brain development.

The National Centre for the Performing Arts (NCPA), Mumbai
and Citi India, jointly invite applications for the 'Citi - NCPA
Scholarship for Indian Music'. This is the 10th edition of the
'Citi-NCPA Guru Shishya Scholarship Program- a scholarship
in advanced training in Hindustani Music aimed at the
preservation and propagation of Hindustani music to the next
generation.
Applications (bio-data on music education) are invited from
students between 18 upto 30 years age (as off 1st March
2018), for a scholarship in advance training in Hindustani
Music (Vocal - khayal/dhrupad, Melody Instruments Sitar,
Sarod, Volin, Flute, Harmonium, etc.).
The value of the scholarship is Rs. 7,500/- per month for one
year (April 2018 to March 2019). Send in your application
(bio-data on music education), in an envelope marked 'Citi NCPA Scholarship for Indian Music' to the National Centre for
the Performing Arts, Nariman Point, Mumbai 400021 or mail
to ncpascholarships@gmail.com on or before 20th Dec, 2017.

Imacquarie University announces
scholarships worth AUD $1.5 million for
Indian students in 2018
The Macquarie University Undergraduate Academic
Excellence Scholarship is being offered to applicants applying
for undergraduate degrees and provides for up to AUD
$17,000 in tuition fees for the full duration of the course for
academic session commencing in 2018. Vice-Chancellor's
International Scholarships - Data Science Scholarship for
Indian Students Macquarie University has recently launched a
new Master of Data Science program. To encourage high
quality applicants for this new industry-oriented program, the
University will offer a scholarship worth up to AUD $12,000
for the full duration of the course for academic session
commencing in 2018. Applicants for all scholarships will be
required to meet the English requirements for the course they
have selected and meet a minimum academic score in their
last completed qualification. The deadline for these
scholarships is January 31, 2018 for Session 1 and June 30,
2018 for Session 2.

Worldwide, 71 per cent are
online compared with 48 per
cent of the total population.
African youth are the least
connected, with around 3 out
of 5 youth offline, compared to
just 1 in 25 in Europe.
Approximately 56 per cent of
all websites are in English and
many children cannot find
content they understand or that
is culturally relevant.
More than 9 in 10 child sexual
abuse URLs identified
globally are hosted in five
countries Canada, France, the
Netherlands, the Russian
Federation and the United
States.
Only collective action by
governments, the private
sector, children's organizations, academia, families and
children themselves can help
level the digital playing field
and make the internet safer and
more accessible for children,
the report says.
Additional facts from the Young people are the most Practical recommendations to
c o n n e c t e d a g e g r o u p . help guide more effective
report include:

UNICEF’s The State of the World’s Children Report
benefits digital technology
can offer the most disadvantaged children, including
those growing up in poverty or
affected by humanitarian
emergencies. These include
increasing their access to
information, building skills
for the digital workplace, and
giving them a platform to
connect and communicate
their views.
But the report shows that
millions of children are
missing out. Around one third
of the world's youth 346
million
are not online,
exacerbating inequities and
reducing children's ability to
participate in an increasingly
digital economy.
The report also examines how
the internet increases
children's vulnerability to
risks and harms, including

needs.
At the same time, parents
should also motivate their
children to look for alternative colleges/institutes and
keep a tab on their interest
and aptitude for the course.
Students should learn to
devise an alternate plan so
that they don't have to
frantically explore for
options after the results are
out and compromise on their
choice of course. They
should not develop a lax
attitude and work on
developing an understanding
of their strengths and
weaknesses. At the end of the
day what is of significance is
how well you do in life. In the
course of time, it will be your
job knowledge and professional skills that would bear
fruit for you.
In other words, if you aspire
to be successful in life, what
matters most is your
determination, dedication,
and strength to get past your
failures and find alternatives,
and the will to work hard.

The 10th edition of the Citi-NCPA Music
Scholarship open for applications

policymaking and more
responsible business practices
to benefit children include:
Provide all children with
affordable access to highquality online resources.
Protect children from harm
online
including abuse,
exploitation, trafficking,
cyberbullying and exposure
to unsuitable materials.
Safeguard children's privacy
and identities online.
Teach digital literacy to keep
children informed, engaged
and safe online.
Leverage the power of the
private sector to advance
ethical standards and
practices that protect and
benefit children online.
Put children at the centre of
digital policy.
“The internet was designed
for adults, but it is increasingly used by children and
young people and digital
technology increasingly
affects their lives and futures.
So digital policies, practices,
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VIEWS (Edit/Guest Column...)

Empowerment of Differently Abled People needs

OPINION:

Social Empathy and Effective Welfare Administration
Year end achievement just doesn't
add up
Though there are still about a couple of weeks left for
the year 2017 to come to a close, still it is safe to
assume that the unveiling of a New Education Policy
under consultation cum formulation for about three
years now, didn't happen this year. But phase I of
creating 20 world class universities in the country did
conclude with 100 applicants even though some
universities would have liked more time for the
application window to remain open and less
documentation.
Then this year has been again disorderly so far as heads
of various crucial bodies of the ministry of HRD are
concerned, be them regulatory or other statutory wings.
Right from university grants commission to NCTE,
CBSE, and others, they either remained headless or saw
too quick shuffling at the top. UGC doesn't have a
chairman since April. NCTE, which had got an upright
and efficient officer as its chairman, was sent back
prematurelyand taken out of his job. Similarly, an
officer who as chairman of CBSE had made a large
number of schools feel the heat of rules and regulations
and attempted to streamlined compliance, was
transferred in about a year’s time. Lot of people also
found it hard to believe that NCPCR, the national child
rights body headed by a light weight, was not seen in
any form of action when the whole country was enraged
with crimes in schools.
Under tremendous pressure from the courts, the
government did act on Medial Council of India issue
and that on erring teacher education institutions. While
MCI is sought to being replaced by a medical
commission and cost of medical education to be
rationalized and made affordable, Quality Council of
India has been roped to rank Teacher Training colleges
in a view to make teacher education real from being
overwhelming fake on account of widespread
malpractice in current set up.
On a more positive side, the campus violence, which
dominated the discourse last year, saw a marked dip and
but for a few incidents, the student protests entered into
a new realm as demonstrated by BHU girl students a
few months ago. SWAYAM, Government's indigenous
MOOC platform getting to a flying start was indeed a
positive in education India in 2017.
The school education saw major developments in the
form of Right to Education Act getting diluted through
an amendment bill and no detention policy contained in
the Act will be dropped from next year. Deadline for
teacher qualifications under the same Act has been
extended to March 2019 and there has been a surge in
teachers seeking these qualifications through open
mode.
So, in a year-end analysis, the education sector from
point of view from Government's actions and promises
has been below average right from budgetary support to
implementation and expenditure. In terms of policy and
regulations, everybody has pinned hopes on New
Education Policy for now. The priority attention that
education must get is still missing so is the voice of
economists and political commentators. Let's hope for a
better New Year ahead for Indian education.

Dr. Nitesh Dhawan, Public Servant and Author

T

he differently abled now
called as Divyangs
constitute about 2.68 Cr which
is 2.21% of the total population. In the times when
inclusive development is the
core value behind all the
policy narratives, this huge
number of people with special
needs cannot be left ignored.
The genetic factors, occupational causes, lack of
preventive immunization,
malnutrition, inadequate
social support systems like
medicines, hospitals etc. and
apathetic attitude of the
community are major reasons
for the cause of disability of
one kind or the other. Although
80% of the disabled population lives in rural areas,
s e r v i c e s a n d i n s t i t utional/infrastructural facilities
available to them are mainly
confined to urban areas. The
social neglect and indifferent
approach towards overall
development of differently
abled people have been
prevalent in the society,
though a shift in focus on their
social rehabilitation could be
seen in policy framework.
The low level of education,
disappointing degree of
economic self-reliance and
unstable family relationships
is a disturbing feature of
challenged people. Of the
total disabled population,
nearly 55% (1.46 Cr.) are
literates. Out of the male
disabled population, 62% are
literates and among the female
disabled 45% are literates. In
the rural areas, 49% of the
disabled are literates while in
urban areas, the percentage of
literates among disabled
population is 67%. The
Census 2011 highlighted that,
nearly one third of the total
disabled persons are working.
At all India level, 36% of the
total disabled persons are
workers. Among the male
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disabled persons, 47% are
working and among female
disabled, only 23% are
working. IAbout 46.87% of
the total disabled persons are
currently married, whereas
41.72% are never married and
10.29% of them are widowed.
There are many disadvantages
pertaining to psychosocial
and economic aspects which
really require social empathy,
positive attitude and effective
welfare administration. The
psychosocial problems faced
by physically and mentally
challenged people include-(i)
state of helplessness, (ii)
dependency on others (iii)
social alienation and neglect,
(iv) emotional maladjustment, (v) identity crisis, (vi)
under privileged due to social
and economic insecurity, (vii)
obstacles in career-making,
(viii) problems in interpersonal relationships, (ix)
difficulties in receiving
education and (x) malnutrition and inadequate care.
While economic problems are
concerned with (i) their
physical and mental disabilities is a barrier in their being
self-dependent and find
profession or occupation
suitable to their capacities, (ii)
dearth of career opportunities
for them to meet their
economic needs, and (iii) lack
of adequate vocational
training and skill development institutions to enhance
their economic prospects.
Article 41 of Constitution of
India provides that the State
shall, within the limits of its
economic capacity and
development, make effective
provision for securing the
right to work, to education and
to public assistance in cases of
unemployment, old age,
sickness and disablement and
in other cases of undeserved
want. Besides this,
Constitutional provisions take
care of the issues pertaining to
people with disabilities such
as- (i) Eleventh Schedule to
Article 243-G: “Social
welfare, including welfare of

the handicapped and mentally
r e t a r d e d . ” ( i i ) Tw e l f t h
Schedule to Article 243-W:
“Safeguarding the interests of
weaker sections of society,
including the handicapped and
mentally retarded.
India is a signatory to the
Proclamation on the Full
Participation and Equality of
the People with Disabilities in
the Asian and Pacific Region,
adopted at the meeting to
launch the Asian and Pacific
Decade of Disabled Persons
1993 -2002, convened by the
Economic and Social
Commission for Asia and
Pacific at Beijing from
December 01-05, 1992.In
order to give effect to the
Proclamation, the Central
Government enacted The
Persons with Disabilities
(Equal Opportunities,
Protection of Rights and Full
Participation) Act, 1995. The
Act provides for education,
rehabilitation, employment,
non -discrimination and social
security to persons with
disabilities. The Rehabilitation
Council of India Act, 1992
regulates and monitors the
training of rehabilitation
professionals and personnel
and promotes research in
rehabilitation and special
education. The Council has
been entrusted with functions
of the development of
rehabilitation professionals.
Educational rehabilitation
including vocational education
and iii .Economic rehabilitation for a dignified life in
society.
The government is all set to
launch the Accessible India
Campaign which will focus on
making India a more disabledfriendly nation. From more
accessible public places, to
disable-friendly television
programs, there are various
amazing initiatives which will
be a part of the campaign. An
audit of 100 government
buildings will be done and they
will all be converted into fully
accessible mode. A team of
experts will work extensively
Editor: Autar Nehru
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to conduct awareness
programs and workshops for
sensitizing all the main
stakeholders, including
builders and activists.
Government is also planning
to introduce set-top boxes to
make TV programs more
useful for the visually
impaired. Sign languages will
be introduced in more than 25
percent of the programs,
starting with Doordarshan, to
make television more
disabled-friendly. Content on
government website will also
be converted from text to
speech mode through screen
reader programs for the
visually impaired. A mobile
app will be launched to provide
information on disabledfriendly public utilities in a
city. Moreover, government is
moving ahead for establishing
district disability rehabilitation
centers, giving assistance to
disabled persons for purchase/fitting of aids and
appliances, and providing
financial assistance for skill
development of differently
abled people.
But despite above efforts in the
right direction, the social
stigma attached with the
differently abled people has
affected the upliftment and
empowerment of people with
special needs. The community
has suffered in emotional,
social and economic terms,
although it requires additional
attention, affection and care
from others in the society. The
empathetic attitude, moral
support and encouragement
could really make them feel to
be an integral part of the
society.
They need belongingness and
mainstreaming which could
only be done by our inclusive
and assuring approach.
Besides this, the medical and
psychiatric social work
professionals could be
inducted in the system by the
government in appropriate
settings who can play a
significant role in attending to
their psycho-social needs and
overall improvement in their
social functioning.
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A successful experiment of human togetherness
Auroville turns 50, carries on to 'save' the world
Auroville, a town situated between Tamil Nadu
and Pondicherry on a 20 sq km area will complete 50 years of its existence on February 28,
2018. The occasion presents an opportunity to
look at the birth and vision of Auroville and its
relevance for India and the world especially in
contemporary 'volatile' times. Auroville recently
(in last week of November) held a series of
national events in Delhi marking its golden
jubilee celebration.

A

fter 50 years of learning
for a harmonious
futuristic world, the living
laboratory of human unity, the
Auroville, is now ready to
provide relevant and good
lessons to tackle challenges
that mankind faces both at
macro as well as micro levels
The values of sustainability,
peace, harmony, organic
growththough crucial at every
stage of human evolution
have become more pronounced and desirable today.
The conflict of man with man,
of man with nature and of man
with himself is taking a toll in
our daily lives. And, if not
contained, the future
existence of human civilization will certainly be in
jeopardy.
Are there any ready solutions
or innovations for addressing
this challenge that can be
looked at, replicated or scaled
up? The affirmative answer
may include many successful
experiments, but an en
exploration of an experiment
that began in India way back
in 1968 in the form of
Auroville, is one that in
several ways is unique and as
Irina Bokova, the Director
General of UNESCO a few
years put as a living embodiment of actual human unity,
From internationalism to rural
development, generation and
use of renewable energy,
promotion and preservation
of art, architecture and
culture, examination less
education, freedom to pursue
passion and an 'unthinkable'
living without salaries is true
of this small world consisting

of 2700 people from 54
nationalities.
The concept of an international-universal town devoted
to an experiment in human
unity originally sprang from
the writings of India's great
philosopher-yogi Sri
Aurobindo. It was his Frenchborn spiritual collaborator
and co-worker Mirra Alfassa,
known as The Mother, who
first gave it more concrete
form by naming it 'Auroville'
and stating: The Master Plan
for the town is based on a
spiral galaxy shape and
incorporates four sectors (the
International, Cultural,
Industrial and Residential
Zones) plus a surrounding
Green Belt. The four Zones
have as their focus a huge
globe-shaped structure called
the Matrimandir, the 'soul of
Auroville', a place for silent
concentration. The
Matrimandir will be surrounded by beautiful gardens,
and eventually a lake.
Auroville today numbers
around 2,700 inhabitants from
over 50 countries, including
India, living in some 120
settlements of varying size
and character spread over a
total area of 20 sq km. In their
day-to-day life they are
engaged in the fields of
agriculture & green work,
renewable energy, education,
health care, village outreach,
construction, electronic
commerce, the arts and
administration. All are
volunteers who either receive
a monthly basic 'maintenance'
in local rupees, or pay for
themselves partly or entirely
from their own private

resources as a contribution to
the project.
The town of Auroville, which
is meant to house a population
of 50,000, has a bunch of
early settlers, who are giving
it a connectivity of past with
future. And the spirituality in
practice has made them
mentors in this transition. At
the same time the caravan of
new comers are equally
enthusiastic and enjoying the
immersive experience.
Ntakirutimana Clapton, who
is working here at the Africa
Education Center, is living
here for the past seven years
with his family is very happy
about his decision. “After
initial orientation of three
months where you get to
acquaint yourself with the
Aurovillian system and
processes, life is on a new
high and you're mission
driven. You live and think as a
community of passionate
human beings working for
learning to live together,” he
says. The odysseys of all
'emigrants' is likewise a
fascinating story of a
liberation of human virtues.
Auroville's multi-cultural
educational system
endeavours via its nine
schools to help each child
discover the inner self and
realize her/his highest
potential. It is increasingly
based on a free choice system,
which allows the children /
students to choose their own
subjects for study. Sports and
physical education are
strongly encouraged for the
balanced and healthy growth
of the child, and artistic
training is given to develop

aesthetic faculties. Most of the
Auroville and Outreach
schools are under the umbrella
of (Sri Aurobindo
International Institute of
Educational Research).
Special care is given to
volunteering students from
India and abroad, who are
given meaningful activities
and study projects guided and
monitored by the town.
Additionally, 700 children
from the surrounding villages
benefit from Auroville's
educational programmes via
another half dozen day or
night schools and educational
centres established and
overseen by Auroville's
Village Action teams.
The unending education, the
applied research and the quest
to find best within humans and
importantly bond together are
some of the best lessons that
are learnt from Auroville.
Auroville aims to realize a
Human Unity, which implies
overcoming one's differences
by transcending them, in order
to live and work together. An
important tool to achieve this
is the Integral Yoga by
underlying the project. It
encourages practitioners to
psychologically enter a deep
self-introspection and
gradually evolve from there.
But this enriching spirituality
apart, the lessons from
miniature successes and
innovations from this place
have a great value and model
utility to change the way we
educate, work and live.
By Autar Nehru

LiRIL study recommend early
intervention, teacher education
and balanced approach of literacy
instruction for new education
policy
Azim Premji University and Tata Trusts on
November 29 jointly announced the findings and
recommendations of a 3-year study, the Literacy
Research in Indian Languages (LiRIL). The
research, which has important bearings for the
country's education policy, was conducted in two
socio-economically disadvantaged regions Yadgir
block (Yadgir district, Karnataka) and Wada block,
(Palghar district, Maharashtra) and followed 360
students per site as they moved from grades I to III
from 2013 to 2016.
The LiRIL project deep dives into how young students are
taught in early primary grades and how children learn reading
and writing in two Indian languagesKannada and Marathi. It
documents the challenges faced by learners in this process.
Through a variety of quantitative and qualitative data
collected over a period of three years, including children's
performance on a variety of literacy tasks, classroom
observations, teacher interviews, in-depth child studies, and
curricular analyses, the project found that:

T

he scripts of Kannada and Marathilike most Indian scripts
take several years to master. The number of symbols are
extensive and complex. However, school curriculum and
textbooks do not account for this.

C

hildren perform poorly on tasks related to decoding the
script. Word and passage reading are not automatic
outcomes of learning to read the aksharas.

C

omprehension and composition are not automatic
outcomes of learning to decode the script. Even students
who performed well on script-reading tasks, performed
poorly on tasks assessing their understanding of what
was read, and their ability to communicate ideas through
writing.

T

eachers are not specifically equipped to teach language
and literacy. Most teachers in the sample did not possess
clear understanding about aims and approaches to
teaching early language and literacy, or ways to address
specific student difficulties.
Amrita Patwardhan, Head- Education and Sports, Tata Trusts,
said, “ It is widely known that children are not able to master
strong foundational skills in literacy, despite completing
primary schooling. Reasons behind student's inability to read
and write with understanding has not been studied and
understood in Indian classrooms. LiRIL is first of its kind
longitudinal research of literacy instruction and learning in
Indian languages. Multi-pronged approach that looks at
curriculum, teacher preparation and teaching learning
processes helps uncover key gaps and makes specific
recommendations that can inform practitioners and policy
makers alike.”
Professor Shailaja Menon, Principal Investigator of the LiRIL
project said, “There is more to learning to read and write than
meets the eye. We need to push our understandings about the
specific contexts in which Indian children--especially, those
from socioeconomically marginalized communities--learn to
read and write. We need to have better understandings about
the teaching and learning of Indian scripts. We need to have a

Contd on P15
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Deaf Employees in India feel
discriminated: Survey
A survey done by Centum GRO (an initiative of Centum
Foundation for the Deaf in India) reflects the limited
opportunities for the deaf, challenges due to limited
accessibility and employers being unaware about creating
inclusive spaces for the deaf. The report 'Experiences of Deaf
Employees in India' based on esponses of the survey collected
from over 500 employees of whom, 92.1% were deaf and
7.4% were hard of hearing, was released on December 8 at an
event themed 'Creating Inclusion for Persons with Disabilities
(PwDs)' in New Delhi to highlight the challenges faced by
deaf at their workplaces in India.
Dr. Alim Chandani, Head - Centum GRO shared the key
findings of the report which says that getting jobs for deaf
women is more challenging in India. A meager percentage of
the employed deaf people are working in domains like
Accounting and IT, 7 % as graphic designers and very few are
self-employed. The job market open for deaf people is still
stereotypically in retail stores, housekeeping roles, waiters or
at the maximum level, a Data Entry Operator. Only 56% of
deaf people have access to a sign language interpreter during
the interview and provided with accessible services during
training programs. The findings also reveal that deaf
employees mostly feel that they are not given equitable
promotion as compared to the hearing employees. Also, they
do not like their work environment because of the feeling of
being left out, getting strange looks from colleagues, rude
behavior from colleagues, etc. The results also point to a huge
need to provide deaf awareness training to hearing employees.
Sanjay Bahl, President, Centum Foundation and Managing
Director & CEO, Centum Learning said, “We are trying to go
all out to discover the challenges faced by PwDs in India in
securing employment so that we can address them and develop
comprehensive skill development ecosystem accordingly.
Through our survey we are trying to capture their experiences
and possible encounters with obstacles at their workplaces.
We believe knowing the truth is very important before
beginning to take measures on tackling it. A person's disability
needs to become an attribute and not a liability…we are only
working towards that.”

MIT-WPU's School of Sub-Surface
Engineering launched
MIT World Peace University (MIT-WPU) based in Pune has
announced the opening of the School of Sub-surface
engineering in the capital city of Delhi. The school will have a
postgraduate course and will be available to students as a
Certificate course (3 months), M.Tech program (2 Years) and
PhD programs. Students can apply for these courses both
through online and offline media. The teaching pedagogy will
be a blend of theory and practical training so that engineers
will have hands-on exposure to the real world.
India is quickly escalating its economy through the rapid
growth of its infrastructure. With over 950 kms of projects
under various stages of execution and 2500 kms of projects
that are under planning stage, India is on a fast paced road to
the future. These plans are in sectors varying from roads,
hydropower, water transport, sewage and irrigation to name a
few. Owing to the limited expertise in subsurface engineering,
the Indian infrastructure sector will face a massive deficit of
skill in the near future. The move to start a specialized school
in subsurface engineering is a testimony to the fact that a
strong, educated, well trained and skilled workforce is key to
India's growth and expansion in the future.

Chandra Foundation earlier this year to commemorate 90
years of Essel Group and had pledged Rs. 5000 crore of his
family wealth towards philanthropic initiatives of the
Foundation, on December 12 announced the launch of its firstof-its kind initiative - the 'Esselerator' program to identify and
mentor entrepreneurs. The program will identify and mentor
entrepreneurs across start-ups in the fields of Media &
Entertainment, MediaTech and EduTech. Driven by a desire of
#LetsFuelIdeas, the program aims to co-develop and nurture
'early & growth stage start-ups' that have the potential to grow
into successful companies in the future. TiE Mumbai is a
partner to this program. Anand Desai, President - TiE
Mumbai & Managing Partner, DSK Legal, said “The Media &
Entertainment space is highly fragmented and entrepreneurs
face a number of challenges. This is a positive step towards
nurturing the start-up eco-system by getting corporates
involved. Through this partnership with TiE, the Esselerator
program will allow us to create a more mature ecosystem.”

OYO has partnered with Maharashtra Institute of Technology
- Institute of Design (MIT ID) to establish a design lab in Pune.
The creative collaboration will be the source of space and
interior designing ideation for OYO's newly launched
category - OYO Home, as well as innovations for its hotel
brands including Townhouse and OYO Rooms. OYO Home is
India's first home management service to unlock second
homes in holiday locations across India. The lab located at the
institute's campus, will serve as an inter-disciplinary learning
center where students and faculty of MIT ID will work on new
opportunities, ideas, future trends and business-oriented
design work focused on OYO Home. An internship program
will also be launched shortly to build more capacity for space
and furniture design that will in turn catalyse onboarding of
homes supply

Thakur Polytechnic Institute Shine Learning.com launched
Online job portal, Shine.com, introduced
student bags 1st Rank across www.shinelearning.com , a professional courses &
certifications marketplace for working professionals to map
Maharashtra
demands of various skill sets across industries, predict
Thakur Polytechnic Institute, Kandivali (East) student,
Jhunjhunwala Anchal Ramesh from Mumbai city, has
emerged as a state topper in Maharashtr and has been awarded
Certificate of First Merit position in the Coursewise
Maharashtra State Board of Technical Education Summer
2017, examination from Electronics and Telecommunication
Engineering Branch along with Cash Prize of Rs.5000/-.
“Anchal has demonstrated outstanding potential for academic
success. Her achievement will stand as an inspiration to our
other students. The college and its staff congratulate the
prestigious prodigy for bringing laurels to the Institution,”
commented Dr. S. M. Ganechari, Principal of Thakur
Polytechnic Institute.
Also, Thakur Polytechnic Institute of Mumbai has been
chosen as recipient of one of the Best Laboratory Award 201617 for Metrology and Quality Control Laboratory, Mechanical
Department by Maharashtra State Board of Technical
Education (MSTBE). The award carries a certificate of
appreciation and a cash prize of Rs 50,000 which will be
utilized for the further development of the lab facility.
Out of the total 48 institutes that applied across the state, 21
were found eligible through preliminary evaluation, which
were further verified by the team of experts through stringent
evaluation process.

PMI Mumbai Chapter Organizes
Project Management Conclave

PMI Mumbai Chapter, inaugurated its ninth Project
Management Conclave themed as "PM in an era of disruption"
in Mumbai on Novemebr 20. The event was held at Holiday
Inn, Andheri East and inaugurated by Raj Kalady, Managing
Director, PMI India. The chapter has been organizing and
hosting the Conclave since 2007 with overwhelming success
and response. In India, PMI Mumbai Chapter is one of the
largest chapters of Project Management Institute (PMI), the
world's leading not-for-profit professional membership
association for the project management profession.
This year's event theme "PM in an era of disruption” is
relevant to the current scenario where the economic order is
changing rapidly due to technology, demographics, and
globalization. A change in our future digital landscape will
have an exciting and disruptive impact on society. At the same
time, these technologies will also raise difficult questions
about the broader impact on jobs, skills, wages, and the nature
of work itself. Many activities that the workforce carries out
today will be automated. The disruptions to the world of work
that digital technologies are likely to bring about could pose
Media baron and chairman of Essel Group, Subhash Chandra, significant challenges to policymakers and business leaders,
who is also a Rajya Sabha MP and had launched the Subhash as well as workers.

'Esselerator' Program to Mentor
Indian Start-ups

OYO, MIT Institute of Design to set
up on-campus Design Lab

emerging skill shortage areas and provide courses basis that.
Shine Learning uses an algorithm that not only forecasts
emerging skill sets but also recommends courses to candidates
after analyzing their resumes and application history. It's
almost like having a virtual course counsellor, empowering
users to make an informed decision.
“With Shine Learning our focus was to tap into the growing elearning category as the industry displays huge growth
prospects. Our aim is to enable our audience to build a career
and adopt looking at the industry through a larger lens.” said
Zairus Master, CEO, Shine.com To provide courses &
industry-recognized certifications to its users, Shine Learning
has partnered with some of the country's best course providers
like Skillsoft India, Digital Vidya, Tax Sutra, Get Cert Go,
Grey Campus and many others.

Volkswagen Group honours its best
apprentices
The Volkswagen Group presented its "Best Apprentice Awards
2017" on December 11 to 46 young talents/best apprentices
from 20 countrie. Amongst those honoured for their excellent
performance, was Volkswagen India's Mechatronics
Apprentice, Sagar Salunkhe who has been undergoing his
German dual style apprenticeship in Mechatronics at the
Volkswagen Academy located at the Pune Plant in India. On
receiving the Best Apprentice Award 2017, This year's Best
Apprentice Award was the 17th of its kind presented by the
Volkswagen Group and a total of 477 apprentices have been
honoured since 2001. The group is currently training about
19,000 young women and men in about 60 vocations and 50
dual courses of study worldwide.

Canon held its 8th edition of Photo
Marathon in India
Fostering photography talent worldwide, Canon, leader in the
digital imaging space, is back with India edition of its largest
live photography competition, Canon Photo Marathon 2017.
The Delhi edition of 8th Canon Photo Marathon in India was
flagged off by Mr. Eddie Udagawa, Vice President, Consumer
Imaging and Information centre, Canon India, and attracted
1000 entries. The eminent jury of judges included lifestyle
photographer - Ravi Dhingra, travel and people Manav Ahuja,
winner in the student category, said, “Canon Photo Marathon
is a huge confidence booster for me. Photography is a passion
for me and having eminent photographers adjudge me as
winner at such a coveted platform as Canon Photo Marathon is
truly a dream come true for me. .”
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Gravitational Waves Ripple into
Higher Education in India
The LIGO India agreement was signed officially at the British
Council offices in New Delhi between a consortium of
universities in India led by IUCAA (Inter-University Centre
for Astronomy and Astrophysics), in Pune, and a consortium of
UK universities led by the University of Glasgow on
December 5. It will open the way to closer working between
scientists in India and their counterparts in UK universities.
The LIGO India partnership will allow scientists in India to
build a third LIGO detector in their country; upscale their
entrepreneurial activity through creating more business spinoffs by using applied gravitational wave research; and
strengthen India's capacity in the teaching of STEM (Science,
Technology, Engineering and Mathematics) through public
outreach and school-focused training activities.
This collaborative programme will also enable Indian
scientists to work with UK institutes for extended periods of
time, with reciprocal visits to the India labs to develop
infrastructure and provide onsite training, essential to build the
capability to deliver a LIGO-India detector.
LIGO is funded by the NSF, and operated by Caltech and MIT,
which conceived of LIGO and led the Initial and Advanced
LIGO projects. Financial support for the Advanced LIGO
project was led by the NSF with Germany (Max Planck
Society), the U.K. (Science and Technology Facilities
Council) and Australia (Australian Research Council) making
significant commitments and contributions to the project.
More than 1,200 scientists and some 100 institutions from
around the world participate in the effort through the LIGO
Scientific Collaboration, which includes the GEO
Collaboration and the Australian collaboration OzGrav.

Qlik 'Centre of Excellence in
Analytics' at VJIT
Qlik®, a global leader in data analytics, has partnered with
Vidya Jyothi Institute of Technology (VJIT), in Hyderabad, to
launch a new Data Analytics Acceleration Centre. Inaugurated
as the 'Centre of Excellence in Analytics powered by Qlik', the
first-of-its-kind centre is aimed at equipping future
professionals with advanced data analytics skills and
competencies. The centre is the first dedicated facility to be
supported by the Qlik Academic Program, and underlines
Qlik's vision to make the next wave of professionals job-ready
by empowering them with in-demand analytical skills and
technical know-how.
Situated in the emerging IT city of Hyderabad, the Centre will
serve as a dedicated point of contact for VJIT students and
professors looking to collaborate for research opportunities
and industry-academia partnerships in the area of data
analytics. It will also serve as a point of confluence to share
innovative ideas, and advanced concepts in data analytics, not
just for individuals associated with VJIT, but also for
professionals, industry bodies, and domain experts from
across Hyderabad as well as the states of Telangana and
Andhra Pradesh. Dr. Siddhartha Ghosh, Professor CSE and
Head of Training and Placements, VJIT, who leads the centre
said, “2.5 quintillion bytes that is the amount of data generated
globally on a daily basis. The volume of data being created
continues to increase, which is why building data analytics
skills and competencies is becoming important for students
today. I am delighted to be associated with the Centre of
Excellence, which is supported by the Qlik Academic
Program, and am confident it will play a major role in boosting
data literacy and analytics skills amongst future professionals
in the region.”

7th UPES Power HR Round Table
discusses disruptive technologies in
energy sector
The entry of tech giants like Google and Apple in the energy
sector has forced traditional organizations in this sector to

disrupt themselves- both in terms of use of technology and
talent management. CEOs and HR heads of leading Indian
companies in the power sector such as Tata Power, Power Grid
Corp. of India Ltd., GMR Energy, Adani Green Energy Ltd.,
and DB Power Ltd. deliberated on various challenges faced by
the sector today and possible solutions at the 7th Power HR
Round Table organized by UPES in New Delhi on December
11.
UPES plays an instrumental role in developing industry-ready
talent for energy sector as it offers specialized engineering and
management programs in power. Besides this, UPES is the
first University to enter into a MoU with NITI Aayog to assess
national energy issues. Utpal Ghosh, President & CEO,
UPES, explained, “This MoU provides as a framework for
cooperation between NITI Aayog and UPES to collaborate for
designing, developing, and conducting consultative policy
dialogue and business research to promote and enable high
level energy efficiency policy formulation in India. It also
includes providing inputs on the implications of high
penetration of renewables on the grid”.
Dr. Jayant Kumar, Chief Human Resource Officer, Tata Power
Co. Ltd. said, “With technological disruptions like artificial
intelligence, machine learning, big data, augmented reality
etc. that are impacting the power sector as well, it has become
imperative to re-train and re-skill resources for emerging
careers where the demand is more than the supply”.
“Curiosity, courage and comfort with technology are the traits
of a future digital worker”, he added..

SRM University, Kattankulathur
secures IET International
Accreditation
SRM University, Kattankulathur campus secured the IET's
international Accreditation for all of its fourengineering
courses. The IET accreditation is an internationally
recognised benchmark, awarded to high quality programmes
that provide an ideal preparation for aspiring professional
engineers. SRM University applied for IET Accreditation in
November 2013 and 4 of their BTech programmes and
Electronics and Instrumentation, Computer Science, Software
Engineering and Automobile Engineering are now IET
accredited. The accreditation will have a positive impact
spreading over 5 graduating batches from 2017 2021. At the
end of the term, a review will be held, clearing which, the
accreditation can be extended to another 2 years. In addition to
validating the quality of the institution's programmes, IET
Accreditation also provides direct benefits to students
graduating from SRM University. It allows better
International mobility, job prospects and acceptance for
graduate students in foreign universities, opportunities for
interdisciplinary research as well as exchanges.

Arch College of Design and Business
students impress at 'Rajasthan
Heritage Week'
The students of Jaipur-based Arch college of Design and
business displayed their extensive range of eye-catching
garment design collections, crafted products using traditional
and conventional materials including Bamboo and showcased
their cutting edge designs, crafts, arts and exhibited innovative
concepts at the 3rd edition of the 'Rajasthan Heritage Week' at
Hotel Diggi Palace from December7-10 in Jaipur . The
festival is organized in a joint effort of Rajasthan Government
with Prasad Bidapa Associates. Prasad Bidapa is a famous
fashion choreographer who is also the Show director and
format creator for the event.
The Rajasthan heritage Week is an extravagant celebration of
fashion is a unique occasion that brings together the
conventional textile arts of the state and the most talented
fashion designers. The aim of this event was to highlight

India's own fabric of Khadi and popularize it at an
international level. The Rajasthan Heritage Week is not only a
medium to educate the youth about the importance of Khadi
but also to make it a fashion statement.

ICAI “National Talent Hunt”
concludes
Janani Kadirvelu Palanivelu from Chennai, Satyam Shrey
Gupta from Meerut and Sumnesh Khatri from Mumbai are the
first, second and third winners respectively of Grand Finale of
National Talent Hunt (Elocution) 2017. The winners were
awarded cash prizes of Rs. 31,000 Rs. 21,000 and Rs. 11,000
at a glittering ceremony during the Grand Finale held at
NDMC Convention Centre,
New Delh on December 16.
First & Second winners
qualify for prestigious
SAARC affiliated Elocution
Contest to be held on 29th
January, 2018 in Kathmandu,
Nepal.
The Board of Studies under
the aegis of The Institute of
Chartered Accountants of
India (ICAI) organized the
Grand Finale of 'National
Talent Hunt (Elocution)' a
battle amongst 20 contestants who were the winners of Branch
and Regional level contests and was witnessed by more than
300 aspiring CA Students.
Speaking the occasion, CA Atul Kumar Gupta, Chairman, The
Board of Studies ICAI, said, “The objective behind
organizing National Talent Hunt is to prepare future leaders
who can not only lead the accountancy practice in India but
who can also represent our country on international forums.
After GST implementation, Indian tax structure has become
similar to the tax structure of other developed global
economies. At ICAI, we have revised our curriculum to make
it compatible with GST and accounting standards worldwide.
This competitive platform leads better prospects for Indian
CAs across the globe”.
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Campus Buzz
The Impact of an Automated World:
Discussions at University Of
Michigan India bicentennial Event
MUMBAI With conversations about innovation,
entrepreneurship, and impact of an automated world on
society, the University of Michigan celebrated 200 years with
its Indian alumni at a special event in Mumbai, India.
The two panels organized by University of Michigan and its
Indian alumni association included deans from College of
Engineering, Ross School of Business, College of Literature,
Science and the Arts along with some key alumni. It included
BVR Mohan Reddy, founder of Cyient, Chetan Maini, founder
of Mahindra Reva Electric vehicles, Ananth Narayan CEO of
Myntra, Jabong and Eddie Chandok, President of Infogain
among others.
James Holloway, Vice Provost for Global Engagement and
Interdisciplinary Academic Affairs, said that the university
wants to celebrate its bicentennial with alumni around the
world.
“U-M is an institution of people and the alumni are its legacy.
The 6,000 strong Indian alumni have engaged and contributed
to both India and U.S. and we want to recognize those
contributions,” he said.
In first panel the discussions ranged from partnerships
between university and industry to how innovation would
change over the next decade.
The second panel took the conversation further to delve into
the relationship between technology and society and how the
institutions can prepare the next generation of students.
U-M Indian Alumni Association President Sujoy
Bhattacharya, a graduate of the Ross School of Business, said
that the passion keeps the alumni involved and enthused.
“Having key U-M leaders visit India to celebrate 200 with
Indian alumni association has recharged us all,” he said.
Another member of the delegation, Farina Mir, director of UM Center for South Asian Studies, said U-M has deep
commitments to India which go back more than a 100 years.
“This celebration is a reflection of U-M deep commitments to
India. The breadth and depth of commitment dates back to
1897 when Sanskrit was first taught at the university and
continues to this day with critical partnerships with AIIMS,
Delhi University and Institute for Science Education and
Research.”

IIMA hosts Sanat Rao, Venture
Capitalist
“The successful start-ups are taking a panga with the
incumbent,” said Mr. Sanat Rao, Venture Partner, IDG
Ventures during his talk at IIM Ahmedabad as part of the How
to Start a Startup (HTSAS) 2.0 series. The HTSAS series was
launched in 2016 with a vision to impart the experiences and
learnings of seasoned entrepreneurs and investors to the entire
country. Sanat Rao is currently a Venture Partner at the IDG
Ventures India focused on Seed Stage Investments. Formerly,
a Partner (M&A) at iSPIRIT, he has helped Indian startups
with cross-border mergers and acquisitions. Sanat is also an
advisor to the Saha Fund, India's first fund for women
entrepreneurs. He has also held leadership positions at Intel
Capital on the Investment and M&A teams.
IDG Ventures in one of the first investors in new-age startups
such as Myntra, Flipkart, Lenskart and Nestaway among many
others. Sanat looks to invest in what he calls “frontier
technologies” such as Artificial Intelligence, Cryptocurrency
and Blockchain. He elaborated on his role by starting off the
discussion by answering the ubiquitous question: How does a
VC make decisions? It began as an interactive session with the
audience participating in the lecture from the get-go.
Questions revolved around the theme of how the world looks
like to a VC, how do they deal with losses, and most
importantly, how do they decide which ventures to bet on?
Sanat explained to the audience that Venture Capital in an

investment of a high- risk and high- return asset class for
typically a period of eight to ten years characterized by a nonlinear growth. VCs look at a return of about 10x in the next
decade from a startup and ideally, the product or service
should be 10 times better than any other solution available in
the market. He further explained, “VC is a game of home-runs,
and you can expect a lot of companies to die.” Therefore,
funds typically expect only a few of their companies to
succeed but on a massive scale.
While deciding on whether to fund a startup or not, a VC
typically looks at the team of founders, the unserved need the
product caters to, and the ability of the product to meet that
requirement better than any solution available in the market.
He advised the students to team up with a co-founder with
complementary skills since the entrepreneurial journey is
quite hard and as it would significantly increase the odds of
success. He also cautioned the audience that the most common
reason for startups to fail was the fact that there was no market
for the product they developed. Sanat also pointed out the
current trend of startups waiting for a period of three to four
months to have an impressive growth track record under their
belt before approaching investors.

CMR Group of Institutions Silver
Jubilee Celebration
CMR Group of Institutions celebrated its Silver Jubilee &
Founders Day 2017 ton November 24 by recognizing and
honoring 25 eminent people who have put in considerable
length of service to CMR Group. Karnataka ministers K G
George (Bengaluru Development & Town planning) and R.
Ramalinga Reddy (Home Minister) graced the ceremony.K.C.
Ramamurthy, Member of Parliament, Rajya Sabha, Chairman
CMR Group of Institutions & CMR University presented
PHD to 9 teachers from CMR group. 214 individuals were
awarded with Service Award for their dedicated longevity
service towards CMR group. As a part of the Founders Day
celebration CMR Memorial book Reflections was released at
the event which showcased the journey of CMR Group.

TERI School of Advanced Studies
hosts first ever “7 Days Challenge
Co-hosted by Embassy of Sweden, within the Sweden India
Nobel Memorial Program 2017, and Eco-Club initiative of
Department of Environment, Government of NCT of Delhi,
committed youth will practice living sustainable lifestyles that
will potentially improve their quality of life and create
awareness about the need for sustainable development and
curb climate change. The initiative is a youth oriented drive to
encourage awareness about lifestyle choices and their effect
on the sustainability path. Interested individuals will be
encouraged to take more sustainable and smart actions around
choices they make as they EAT, MOVE and LIVE their daily
life. The programme is in association with Embassy of
Sweden, within the Sweden India Nobel Memorial Program
2017 and Eco-Club initiative of Department of Environment,
Government of NCT of Delhi. The '7 Days Challenge' aimed
to encourage both innovation and awareness about lifestyle
choices that contribute to sustainability, not only for 7 days but
beyond for a lifetime.
TERI School of Advanced Studies and representatives from
the Eco-Club initiative of Department of Environment,
Government of NCT of Delhi interacted with over 230
students and teachers and PhD students of TERI School of
Advanced Studies. The Work Lab involved informative and
interactive sessions, group activities and briefing on how to
report their daily routine and updates as they take up the
challenge. The teachers along with the participants of the work
lab will act as facilitators for other participants at their
school/college level during the 7 Days Challenge, becoming
mentors and ambassadors of change towards sustainable
living.

Safety Ride' by K.P.B. Hinduja
College of Commerce students
Gulf Oil Lubricants India Limited (GOLIL) in association
with K.P.B. Hinduja College of Commerce organised a 11.1
km 'GULF PRIDE SAFETY RIDE' bike rally on December 9
to continue on its mission to spread awareness on road safety.
Over 250 students and bike enthusiasts participated in the
event while 1,000 plus people from various colleges joined
them with placards at Marine Drive to promote the use of
helmets as a precautionary measure to reduce road accidents.
Minister of Transport and Khar Land Development,
Maharashtra flagged-off the rally in the presence of Dr. Minu
Madlani, Principal - K.P.B Hinduja College of Commerce and
Vinayak Joshi, Company Secretary of Gulf Oil Lubricants
India Limited. The Road Safety drive was participated by
K.P.B. Hinduja College as part of many activities planned
under the college fest, Panaah'17.

Blood Donation Camp Organised At
ITM
Understanding this imbalance and aiming to contribute
towards the health and wellness of the community at large,
ITM Group of Institutions, India's, one of the well-known
management institutes organised a blood donation drive in
Mumbai with a blood donation camp in many parts of India in
which students and staff not only volunteered but also donated
their blood. This year, over 540 people volunteered for this
cause at the Mumbai Campus.
ITM Group of Institutions have been supporting this initiative
from the last 6 years. The objective of this initiative was to
collaborate on societal causes, and work together towards
providing quality health care facilities to its communities. The
ITM employees and student volunteered enthusiastically and
worked in combination with HDFC teams to make the Camp a
major success. The initiative received an overwhelming
response and a total of 340 units of blood were collected.
Speaking on the occasion, HDFC Bank Limited official said
“The Banks has been conducting All India Voluntary Blood
Donation Campaign every year since 2007 onwards. We have
entered the 11th year by this blood donation campaign. We are
very proud in saying that in the corporate initiative we are the
largest organiser of blood donation drive. It will be a very
good message for the students in their educational career and
entire team of HDFC by donating blood many poor and needy
patient's life can be saved during their emergency.”

Annual cultural festival of IIT Guwahati,
Alcheringa in Feb first week
The annual cultural festival of IIT Guwahati, Alcheringa, in its
22nd incarnation has been scheduled from February 1-4. This
latest edition of Alcheringa is showing a promising start to grow
more and more as it is title sponsored by the growing mobile
brand, OnePlus and driven by the prestigious Hero Motocorp and
sweetend by the North-east cookies startup Brown Creams.
Along with the entertainment and events, Alcheringa takes pride
in showcasing it's social responsibilty by launching a range of
campaigns from “A Deskh ka Sandesh” for Indian Army to
“North-East Unveiled” with the aim of spreading the culture,
tradition and Beauty of North-east countrywide. Besides the
awesome Pronites line up which have seen the likes of Sonu
Nigam, Mohit Chauhan, Shaan, Mika at this cultural festival, It
conducts a plethora of events which consists of dance, drama,
fashion, sports, literary, fine arts and some fine music
events. The events have seen participation from colleges across
all over India. The quality of teams and judges makes the event a
national level competition for the participants. The Events
withhold prize money worth 12.5 lakhs to be won by the
participants. Alcheringa has started taking registrations for the
various events from mid-october. As the slots of every events are
fixed, so register your college or team as early as possible at
alcheringa.in/registrations to grab a chance to showcase your
talent at a national level stage and also to get submerged in the
euphoria of 4 days of Alcheringa.
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Campus Buzz

JP International School celebrated its 12th
Annual Day Mélange-2017 with élan
JP International School, Greater Noida, passionately
celebrated Mélange, 2017, its 12th annual day on November
25. With “THE POWER OF DREAMS “ chosen as the theme
of the day, students from nursery to senior secondary wing
showcased hope , aspirations, dreams , through various
dances and cultural programmes and enthralled the audience.
Dr. Amiya Chandra , Additional Director Foreign Trade was
the Chief Guest and H.E. Major General V.Namgyel,
Ambassador of Bhutan was the Guest of Honor. The other
distinguished guests who were present were industrialist,
philanthropist ,promoter of Sparsh group and founder of JP
International School Pradeep Agarwal, Roshan Agarwal,
Chairman of JP International School, Ranveer Singh,
Regional officer , CBSE , Dehradun , Lt. General (Retd.) J.
Sikand, member of the think-tank of JPIS, Arun Bhatnagar,
Dr. Shayama Chona, Patron of JPIS . Evelyn Sharma a
German model and Hollywood and Bollywood actress who
has worked in films like Turn Left , from Sydney with Love,
Yeh Jawani hai Dewani, Nautanki saala , Yaarian , Jab Harry
met Sejal was also present amongst others dignitaries who
graced the occasion.
The School Principal, Heema Sharma, President Arun Kedia
and Vice President Amit Saxena welcomed and facilitated the
guests and Principal has also presented the annual report to
showcased the achievements of the school and list out the
several new initiative schools has taken to achieve greater
heights. “JP TIMES” a quarterly digital newsletter to share the
progress and achievements of school to its stakeholders was
also launched. SHAYAMA CHONA TROPHY for excellence
performer of the year went to Akshat Manocha who is
studying in 6th standard.
Mesmerizing performances like “Jhankar”, “Jashn -EBachpan” , “tiny rock stars” by the little wonders of nursery
wind and transported the audience in their world of dreams so
did the performances like “Rangeela Mharo Rajasthan” and
“Panorama Global Glimpses” which were the tribute to Indian
and Global cultural and traditions.. Students also presented
their social concerns and charmed the audience with DastakAn Appeal (Beti Bachao) in such a manner that everyone
present out there got involved the with the message and left
with teary eyes and a promise to contribute wholeheartedly for
the cause. The mood was completely upbeat immediately after
that as the students gave an electric performance and
presented “ action mania” ,” “Divine Rhythm” (Krishna
Leela). Hold your breath, the crescendo, as bestest amongst
all, was served towards the end as the music band of JPIS
gave a rocking , high decimal performance and played
“Rangla Punjab”, and forced everyone out there to be a part of
this incredible lot of students and danced. The choir and
school band performances were also the highlight of the
evening.

academic accomplishment. “Through Apple technology we
have been able to transform our learning environment and
ethos. All secondary classes have shifted from paper to
purposeful iPad use and maximized their learning through
iTunes courses.” shared Melanie Kells, Dean of Studies at
Canadian International School. “Assignments can be
sketched, scored, charted, coded or performed through a wide
range of educational tools like iPad to create personalized
learning for every student. This has led to a marked
improvement in retention of learning, performance and
accomplishment.” Melanie Kells added.

5 Delhi students top in World in
Cambridge Examinations 2016-17 Prince Charles felicitates winners of
Twenty six students in India have received 'Top in the World'
awards from Cambridge Assessment International Education India-UK Cultural Quiz Competition
for their exceptional performance in Cambridge exams in the
academic year 2016-17 After Mumbai, New Delhi witnessed
the maximum number of Top in World with five students in
Cambridge examinations this year.
In total, one hundred and sixty students in India have received
Outstanding Cambridge Learner Awards in 2016-17. Eightyeight students received 'Top in Country' awards for gaining the
highest marks in the country for a single Cambridge IGCSE or
Cambridge International AS & A Level subject. Fifty one
students were also recognised for high achievement in a
subject, and for best performance across a set number of
Cambridge subjects.
The Top in World and Top in Country students from schools
across the country will be recognised for their impressive
academic achievements at a Cambridge Outstanding Learner
Awards ceremony early next year. The toppers in Best Across
and High Achievement categories will be honored with
Cambridge Outstanding Cambridge Learner certificates.

HH Dalai Lama visits The Somaiya
CIS named Apple Distinguished School
School
Canadian International School (CIS) has been recognized as
an Apple Distinguished School for 2017 2019 for their
adoption and integration of technology in their classrooms.
Recognized for a strong digital citizenship curriculum and the
implementation of technology in classrooms Kindergarten
(K) through 12, CIS's efforts to spearhead technology
integration in education ensures the students are prepared for
the digital age
.Apple Distinguished Schools are centers of innovation,
leadership, and educational excellence that use technology to
inspire creativity, collaboration and critical thinking. They
showcase innovative uses of technology in learning, teaching
and the school environment and have documented results of

The students of The Somaiya School were blessed with the
presence of His Holiness the 14th Dalai Lama on December 8.
More than 400 students from grade 5th to the 10th waited with
excitement to welcome his Holiness. The students were
thrilled to interact with the spiritual leaderso close and upfront
as he happily posed for pictures with them. Saying that
everything should not be accepted on a superficial level, HH
Dalai Lama old children, “You need to go deeper, deeper and
deeper. Train mind for this.”
“There are various levels of truth, one truth on the basis of
appearances, and one truth on the level of ultimate reality. The
great Indian brain is something very special, which can think
over three thousand years, so you the younger generation are
the Future of India, please pay more attention to these ancient
Indian knowledge. Modern science and modern education is
wonderful and very useful but as far as the inner world is
concerned the modern education and modern knowledge these
things including western psychology are still very primitive,
so now it is up to you how to eliminate this gap. Ancient Indian
knowledge of the mind can eliminate this gap. India is the
future and can work regarding the promotion of inner world
and with that inner peace”
Parveen Shaikh, Principal The Somaiya School said, His
Holiness Dalai Lama spoke with students and gave very good
life lessons to them. He spoke about a very simple thing like a
smile, which does not cost anything. He told the children to
value their friends. Friendship is far superior and important
than falling or running after material good, which is what
today's generation, is doing. He also spoke about the value of
the heritage of Indian culture. He inaugurated our school in
2014 and today he was back to bless our school so today was
the double dose of happiness for all of us”

Vignesh Deshpande and Anmol Das, students of Suncity
School, Gurugram alongwith their faculty member Soma Dam
defeated over 100 contestants from 35 schools to win the
India-UK Cultural Quiz Competition. Six schools had
qualified for the final round in which Suncity School emerged
victorious. Winners then met visiting Prince of Wales, Prince
Charles at the British Council in New Delhi.
Organized by the British Council, the quiz tested participants'
knowledge of the history, culture, tradition, the prominent
sportspersons and personalities, music, movies, business,
brands and the literature of the two countries. The competition
was among the plethora of activities organized by the British
Council to commemorate 2017 as 'Year of Culture' for IndiaUK relations.

'Principal's Conclave' discusses 'Building
Institutions of Excellence' in Mumbai
S.P. Mandali's Prin. L. N. Welingkar Institute of Management
Development and Research (WeSchool) in association with
CII Western Region, recently hosted 'Principal's Conclave'
2017 on November 22, the theme being 'Building Institutions
of Excellence' at its Mumbai campus. The conclave was
attended by Deans, Vice-Principals and Directors from over
forty educational institutions and colleges across Mumbai
who took a retrospective approach to understand and highlight
the areas of improvement for new age students.
The conclave saw participation of eminent persons from
industry and academia such as Ashank Desai, Founder,
Mastek; Rohitash Gupta, CFO, eClerx; Mr. Vaibhav
Srivastava, Education Vertical Leader, CISCO; Dr. Shobhana
Vasudevan, Principal, R.A. Podar College of Commerce and
Rani Desai, Chief People Officer, Deloitte.
“In the journey of institutional excellence; defining, attracting
and nurturing stakeholders that involve students, faculty and
long-term sustainable relationships with the alumni are of
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Interview
SANTHOSH MATHEW, former chairman NCTE

'Our only choice is to reform the way a teacher becomes a teacher in India’
A couple of developments to the National Council for Teacher Training
(NCTE) have brought the regulator in focus yet again. While Santhosh
Mathew was relieved prematurely as the chairman (appointed this
January), the union cabinet has approved a Bill to grant retrospective
recognition to Central/ State/ Union Territory-funded institutions and
universities conducting teacher education courses without National
Council for Teacher Education Act, 1993 (NCTE) recognition till the
academic year 2017-2018, in Parlaiment to amend the Act concerned.
At present, all institutions running courses such as B.Ed. and D.El.Ed.,
have to obtain recognition from the NCTE under Section 14 of the Act.
Further, the courses of such recognised institutions/universities have to
be permitted under Section 15 of the Act.
Further, NCTE has issued a showcause notice to 1,000 B.Ed and D.Ed
colleges for failing to provide requisite data through affidavits. Of the
total 16,000 colleges offering B.Ed and D.Ed courses, close to 4,000
failed to provide requisite data through affidavits as mandated by NCTE.
These (1000) colleges will not be able to admit students.
Some weeks prior to his premature repatriation which he followed up
by voluntary (protest0 retirement Santhosh Mathew (IAS),1985 batch
Bihar cadre was interviewed by Autar Nehru, some excerpts:
The narrative around
Te a c h e r Tr a i n i n g o r
Education institutes (TEIs)
is that of malpractices for a
long time now. Everybody is
talking about or even courts,
what is NCTE doing about
it?
First let's understand the
ground situation. The first
falsehood starts when these
TEIs say these are not for
profit. Actually these must be
so and are meant to be run on
philanthropy. This class of
institutions requires spending
Rs 2 lakh a month per student
simply to pay faculty salaries.
For an enrolment of 100, you
need 60 people of staff. Is any
student or parent willing to
pay Rs 24 lakh for training as
teacher? What they take from
a student as fees is at best Rs
60-65,000 for one year if not
two years. So, obviously, a
teacher education college
can't be run on tuition fees.
People have to bring financial
resources to run these
institutions and fulfill the
promise they made to the
student and the society.
Teacher colleges have to raise
money. You have to harness

things like CSR, which is
today more than Rs 20,000 Cr.
But there are serious
allegations or say beliefs
that a majority of private
TEIs have thrived because
of selling B Ed degrees?
Oh yes. We have or have had a
class of people who have
made lots of money from
whatever businesses and they
are black money recycling
through these institutions. In
the name of research,
consulting and blah blah they
are not only legalizing this
money but seeing no harm in
making some more money by
collection of student fee.
What is more appalling is
what I sarcastically call ease
of doing business. You have
no-attending students, If you
pay Rs 1.5-2 lakh, you get
100% in internal assessments.
And like Gold Cards if you
pay more, degree is served at
your home without even
having a look at the college.
That is why they took our
recognition to be able to
collect that moolah. Problem
is Pehle yeh cream tha, ab to
doodh he bangaya (First it
was sporadic like cream in

milk but now whole milk is
like this (commonplace)).
But what has been NCTE
doing, it is meant to check
all this?
The problem is that NCTE is
extremely corrupt and its
reputation is no better than the
colleges it regulates (Chor bhi
waisa, police bhi waisa).
Being a monopoly, it enjoys
discretionary powers. So,
laws of economics will tell
you that is characteristic of
such monopolies if safeguards are not there. Our
regional offices have been the
sites of highest corruption. So
in a way this has been
responsible for this situation.
If the situation is so bad,
then why make teacher
qualification a must. Let
schools have their own
criteria for choosing their
own teacher recruitment
criteria?
Today we have a catch 22
situation. Schools want good
teachers because parents are
willing to pay and admit their
children to schools that have
good teachers. That market
has grown with the kind the
prosperity over the years.
There are enough of rich and

middleclass people now.
Some can even pay a fee of
Rs 1 lakh a month. Such
schools welcome good
English speaking teachers in
nice Kanchivaram sarees.
Now, problem is B Ed is a
must and the entire racket is
here. So one solution is
remove B Ed regulation
altogether, however, good
English and kanchivaram
saree is not a condition to be
good teachers. One can be a
good teacher with or without
this. But as a country we don't
have a choice to waive that
condition. No country in the
world is like that. Teacher
qualifications are enforced
everywhere. Our only choice
is to reform the way a teacher
becomes a teacher.
How will that happen? Is
there any thought process
going on in this direction?
Wo r l d h a s c h a n g e d .
Digitalization has set in and
transparency can be a reality.
Earlier you collected so called
experts sent them to college
for three days. What
transaction took place
between those three and
college, only God knows on
what basis they would arrive
at a conclusion? So, all we
said is listen, do courts or
judges go to the site of crime,
talk to witness or collect
evidence. No, they just look at
it sitting in court. Same way,
we have separated evidence
collection from evaluation/assessment from each
other by putting a sort of iron
curtain, a Chinese wall
between the two. The way
papers are evaluated in exam
where you don't know who is
assessor, applying same
principle, we let you know the
marks and that of everybody
else's. If you feel you were
better than the other, come
and appeal. We have a peer
review committee and look at
both the things. The safeguards I talked come by
transparency and ability to
contest.
That sounds good...
Earlier there was nothing to

look at. Now we have
digitized everything from
videography of teachers to
videography of students
practicing as teachers, test of
their ability, attitude and
skills, academic assets. You sit
anywhere and access the
digital platform. We will do it.
The institutions will have to
do certain things like
digitization of library and
from that we will not only
know the number of books but
also the velocity of their use.
Digitalization will bring
transparency in approvals as
well. For instance earlier a
person from Itanagar had all
the way to go to Bubneshwar
for regional office. Now
applicant can do from his
place so can authorities. All
system is transparent.
There are court cases against
NCTE. Now what you have to
say on this?
Some of the colleges want to
say you should have no
control over us. They are
basically saying that the
earlier regulation said that
inspect us once in a life time.
Now when you changed to
once in five years, it is
arbitrary. Now tell me NCTE
which has got a statutory
powers from Act of the
Parliament and is the authority
to decide in the interest of the
education of this country.
Don't pilots in this country
need to revalidate their license
every year? With them, a
maximum of say 300 lives are
at risk but here you are
teaching a child for lifetime.

Isn't that more serious. Justice
Verma Commission and the
honorable Supreme Court
wanted NCTE to reform and
that is part of reform process.
But the Bihar case is
curious?
Some TEIs managements
went to court saying have this
love story with NCTE, how
can district administration
inspect us after the state
government ordered
inspections following toppers
scam. Now the court has asked
for a joint inspection which
includes district magistrate,
NCTE and affiliating
university representatives and
the inspection is going on.
Now coming to this QCI
rankings, how is this process
moving?
The QCI was mandated by the
union cabinet and as I said
digitalization is at the heart of
it. We have collecting and
verifying data from all 16000
plus affiliated colleges
digitally. Based on documentary evidence-backed
information/claims, these
colleges will ranked in A, B, C
& D categories. A category
will be the top ones where
basically we are saying these
are best. B is ok, you can go
and study there. C category
colleges may be lacking
somewhat and will be given a
year to improve. D category
colleges will be those who fail
and have a problem.
March 2018 is the deadline
for this process. Can we
expect it to be over by then?
And I am sure even aadhaar
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Potpourri /News Extra
Experience Bharat Economy and knowledge should go
campaign to promote hand-in-hand for development of
s k i l l i n g , j o b s i n knowledge economy- NBT Chairman
FICCI on December 1 organized PubliCon 2017 with a focus
tourism sector
Experience Bharat which
aims to promote and develop
I n d i a n To u r i s m f o r
improvising lives of our
countrymen by generating
an additional million
employment opportunities
through increased tourism
i n f l o w, d e s t i n a t i o n
development and related
skillset development
initiatives was inaugurated
on November 28 at an event
in Delhi in presence of
industry leaders including
dignitaries from
Cooperatives, Tourism,
Bollywood, aviation
amongst others . Initiated by
Travinspire, Dubai based
entrepreneurial venture in
association with National
Federation of Tourism and
Transport Co-operatives of
India Ltd., the campaign
aims to position India as a
top destination across the
world.

'MyPedia Reader
Storybook' released
Pearson India launched
MyPedia Reader Storybook
- a compilation of 42 stories
penned by young authors in a
book. The book publishes
the stories of the winners of
MyPedia Reader Creativewriting Contest 2017, a
contest organized by Pearson
India.
Pearson received more than
1500 stories from students
across the country. The
youngest author whose story
got published is as young as
8-year-old and is a student of
4th standard. These stories
were judged by a 3-panel
jury comprising of awardwinning author of children's
literature in English
Santhini Govindan,
children's writer Arundhati
Venkatesh and quintessential
story teller for children
Indira Ananthakrishnan.
Ujjwal Singh, Vice President
-Products & Innovation,
Pearson India, along with
renowned author Vineet
Aggarwal unveiled the book.
This collection is shaped as a
Reader for supplementing
English-language learning.
While it makes a great
platform available to
children to share their stories
with the world and become

Sri SathyaSai Award for Human Excellence 2017
recognizes 9 eminent women humanitarians

Celebrating Bhagawan Sri
Sathya Sai Baba's
92ndbirthday, the Sri Sathya
Sai Loka Seva Trust, in a
splendid ceremony held the
“Sri SathyaSai Award for
Human Excellence”at Sathya
Sai Grama, Muddenahalli,
Karnataka on 23rd
N o v e m b e r , 2 0 1 7 . A M. Sarada Menon from India powerful beacons of hope for
commemoration of Baba's in the category, Health. the world and for all women.
life, work and message, the Prof.Prema Pandurang from Inspirational, worthy of
award ceremony exalted his India in the category, Music& emulation, symbols of
philosophy of 'Love and Fine Arts. Sister Lucy courage, conviction and
Service.' This year, 'Sports' Vacachalil Kurien from India sacrifice, they have set the
has been introduced as a new in the category, Unity of bench mark for excellence
award category. The highlight Religions. Ms. Leymah and have gone beyond;
of the event was its focus on R o b e r t a G b o w e e f r o m transforming societies,
w o m e n a n d t h e i r Liberia in the category, Unity enriching the world and
transformational work. The of Religions. Kousalya bringing hope, joy and
Periasamy from India in the succour to millions through
awardees were conferred with
category, Woman & Child their tireless and passionate
a medal and citation by the
Welfare. .Anuradha Koirala effort. Each one of them, in
winners from last year, and from Nepal in the category, her unique innovative way,
the jury members from the Woman & Child Welfare. has made a lasting impact on
respective category.
Meenakshi Raghavan from human values and built a
The individuals recognized India in the category, Sports. model of change that is
for their outstanding work TAFE Chairman & CEO, globally relevant, living up to
include Dr.SakenaYacoobi M s . M a l l i k a S r i n i v a s a n , the ideal that each one of us,
from Afghanistan in the speaking on behalf of the through our creativity,
Contd from pg 9
category, Education. .Lorna a w a r d s ' o r g a n i z i n g c o m p a s s i o n , l o v e a n d
The LiRIL study recommendations Rutto from Kenya in the
vision of an appropriate early language and literacy curricu- category, Environment. Dr. committee said, “These endeavour can make a
e x e m p l a r y w o m e n a r e difference towards a better
lum- and see how the curricula we currently have measure up
world for all”
to our ideals. ”
The LiRIL project endeavors to present answers on how
Contd from pg 14 Interview: Santhosh Mathew, former NCTE chairman
curricular, pedagogical and teacher education reforms should
be based on careful consideration of factors related to robust
March 2018 is the deadline candidate comes. We are problem here is the aspiration
understanding of what helps children, at an early stage, in
for this process. Can we breaking the information of the owners to run these
learning to read and write in diverse Indian contexts. expect it to be over by then?
asymmetry in the market by colleges on tuition fees
Highlighting the need for early literacy, the research And I am sure even aadhaar
this
ranking. I am hopeful collected from students.
highlights select recommendations:
verification of faculty salary even before this publication of NCTE, which charges fee for
Balanced approach to literacy time and organization: At a
accounts is going to spring this rankings, the bad oranges its inspections can't be
minimum, 4 blocks of time are necessary to adequately
surprises. By March we will will go out.
funding them.
support early reading and writing Read Aloud Block; Phonics
have finished. What use to That sounds a great relief. On part of NCTE, we have
and Word Work; Guided Reading (where students practice
happen was that fraud B u t d o n ' t y o u t h i n k started capacity building of
reading passages/books at an appropriate level of difficulty);
colleges with only infrastruc- government or for that the faculty. The interest
and Guided Writing (for compositional efforts).
Teacher Education: Teachers should also be encouraged to ture and no students or faculty matter NCTE needs to earnings on the mandatory
develop themselves as readers and writers in order to teach in would put a board for NCTE handhold TEIs doing a great corpus is being utilized in
rich and meaningful ways to children. Supportive formats assessment one day, phar- job of supplying qualified these capacity building
should be created for examining strong beliefs that many macy for another day and people to a teacher starved programs. The issue of
teachers hold about the capabilities of marginalized children nursing etc for the next time nation?
vacant seats is being
they were inspected by the They came to us saying we are addressed by keeping the
and communities.
Comprehensive Language and Literacy Classrooms: authorities. Now they will not profit. Issue is not of application window open
Curricula must focus simultaneously on a variety of language shut down on their own. Also, government providing them throughout but as per
and literacy skills from the very earliest grades. Listening, we have made it mandatory to grants or not. Nobody asked to Supreme Court guidelines,
speaking, reading and writing need to be taught in inter-related put the name of the institu- become teacher education we take a call only on the
ways and used for communication, expression, analysis and tions in the degree certificate institution, right. Issues is designated days.
discussion. Both higher order and lower order skills need to be and by this employer will also what I said that of intent and
nurtured together, from the very beginning.
k n o w f r o m w h e r e t h e resources.
What is the
Children's Literature and Read Alouds in the Classroom:
Higher order meaning making can be supported by the
presence of children's literature in every school/classroom.
Read Alouds of good books by teachers have been established
in more literate societies as one of the most powerful formats
for early language and literacy learning. Read Alouds are
opportunities for listening and developing oral language; and
if interspersed with discussions, become an opportunity to
Sheencomm@gmail.com or
engage in meaning-making.
on enabling publishing sector by facilitating effective
dialogue and debate over policy issues, addressing copyright
issues, strategies for content monetization through various
platforms, presenting possible international business tie ups
and emerging marketing trends. Baldeo Bhai Sharma,
Chairman, NBT in his Keynote Address said that knowledge
economy is beneficial for developmental and societal change
at large, as it will change the mindset of people. He
emphasized on the role of publishers and said use of books and
publishing materials will act as a medium towards initiation of
a crime free society. He further urged FICCI to create similar
platform for Hindi language publishing so that the message
could reach to larger population and could be adopted by
common people.
Dependra Pathak, Spl. Commissioner & Chief Spokesperson,
Delhi Police in his Keynote Address highlighted the role of
publishers in engaging young minds for maintaining social
orderliness. He urged FICCI to collaborate with Delhi Police
in engaging publishers to create material in the form of story
books, comics and cartoons to educate people on crime
curbing, road safety, traffic rules and also on safety of women,
senior citizens and children.
Renowned author, Surender Mohan Pathak d shared his
concerns towards diminishing Hindi language publishing due
to decreasing readership and number of publishers and
authors.
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Accolades
'Accenture Innovation Challenge'
winners
Accenture on December 11 announced the winners of the first
Accenture Innovation Challenge, a competition designed to
inspire innovation among college students in India. The grand
prize was awarded to a team from the Indian Institute of
Technology (IIT) Kharagpur for their solution to address sleep
disorders. Winners in other categories were students from
Dronacharya Group of Institution, Noida; Indian Institute of
Space Science and Technology, Thiruvananthapuram; IITRoorkee; Shri Vishnu Engineering College for Women,
Bhimavaram; and IIT-Madras. Each member of the Grand
Prize team received prizes worth INR 100,000, as well as an
all-expense paid trip to 'The Dock', Accenture's
multidisciplinary research and incubation hub in Dublin,
Ireland. Each member of the two teams selected as a category
winner for 'Disruptive Businesses' and 'Tech for Good'
received prizes worth INR 50,000. Besides awarding the prizes
and trophies, Accenture conducted a fast-track recruitment
process for eligible students in the Grand Finale to join
Accenture's technology centers in India.
The grand prize winning 'SleepDoc' a wireless sleep assistant
that addresses the growing problem of sleep disorders plaguing
the current generation.

Hindu College wins The 5th Clash of the
Titans Invitational Debate 2017
The Old Students' Association (OSA) of Hindu College(esb
1958) successfully organized the fifth edition of “The Clash of
the Titans Invitational Debate” on December 2 at IHC, New
Delhi, which was joined by the alumni of six prestigious
colleges of Delhi University of national fame Miranda House,
Lady Shri Ram College, Shri Ram College of Commerce,
Indraprastha College, Hansraj College and Hindu College .
The debaters tested their debating skill on a contemporary
relevant topic: “Indian jobs are not threatened by the Fourth
Industrial Revolution”. The Titans Cup ( Winning Team ) was
won by the Hindu College team of Prashant Jha and Ruhi
Tiwari . Prashant Jha, Hindu College & Jayati Ghosh, Miranda
House were declared Joint Winners of The Best Speaker Prize.
Hardeep Singh Puri, Minister of State (Independent Charge) in
the Ministry of Housing and Urban Affairs, was the chief guest
on this occasion. Many eminent Hinduites graced the occasion
including Dr. Anup Wadhawan (IAS), Special. Secretary.
Department of Commerce, Government of India; Rajiv Jain,
Director, Intelligence Bureau, Ministry of Home Affairs; Dr.
Kavita A. Sharma, President, South Asian University; Rakesh
Kacker, Director, India Habitat Centre; Veena Jain, Former
Director General, DD NEWS, Loveleen Tandan, Film
Director, I V S Juneja, former President, Delhi Golf Club.
Outstanding Academicians Dr. Babli Sen Saraf, Principal, IP
College; Dr. Pratibha Jolly, Principal, Miranda House; Dr.
Suman Sharma, Principal, LSR College, Prof Simrit Kaur,
Principal SRCC also graced the occasion with their presence.

B-Plan competition: IIT-Roorkee wins
top laurels
Droom, online automobile marketplace has announced the
winners of the inaugural season of Droom's B-plan
competition, launched on September 15, 2017. The nationwide
business strategy and planning competition saw entries from
269 contestants. An IIT Roorkee team consist of (Rohit Joshi
and Renju K Kokkattu) was selected as the winner, post an
extensive evaluation process lasting one-and-a-half months.
The winners were awarded a cash prize of INR 1 lacs, handpicked selection of Droom merchandise, pre-placement
interview at Droom

InQuizitive Minds 2017 winners
Kestone and CL Educate concluded the fifth edition of their
nationwide quiz challenge, InQuizitive Minds 2017. The proud
winners of the school category were Laksh and Ananya,
Sanskriti Public School, New Delhi. Mustafa and Murfaz from
Osmania Medical College, Hyderabad, were winners in the

College round. Inarguably, India's biggest quiz contest,
InQuizitive Minds is focused on the youth from schools and
colleges. This year marked the planning of this quiz contest at
a huge scale, roping in veteran cricket commentator, Harsha
Bhogle, as its brand ambassador and quiz master for the
finals.
An astounding 9 lakh + students participated in this quiz
contest and more than 15000 schools and 5000 colleges
across 100 cities were engaged in this nationwide nerve
wrecking challenge. Inquizitive Minds had also been
conducted in Dubai this year touching thousands of young
minds taking part in the quiz contest. The winners were
awarded a cash prize worth INR 1 Lakhs, with the first and
second runner-up's receiving a cash prize worth INR 50, 000
and INR 25, 000 respectively. Overall, INR 10 Lakh worth of
cash rewards were given to participants in this edition of
InQuizitive Minds 2017.

'THE HERO CAMPUS CHALLENGE' won
by NMIMS MUMBAI
The Narsee Monjee Institute of Management Studies
(NMIMS), Mumbai has emerged victorious in the popular
'The Hero Campus Challenge' (THCC), winning a cash prize
of Rs. 2 lakh along with Pre-Placement Interview (PPI) offers
from Hero MotoCorp,. The team from NMIMS won the
coveted trophy after a gruelling final round of the
competition, which saw participation from over 9000
students of the elite business schools and engineering
institutes in the country. The team from Mudra Institute of
Communications (MICA), Ahmedabad came a close second
while Xavier Institute of Management (XIM) Bhubaneshwar
were declared 2nd Runner-Up. The runner-ups were also
granted PPIs.

IMI New Delhi wins
Ivey Global Case
Competition 2017
International Management
Institute (IMI) - New Delhi
won the first prize in the
'Overall Category' at the 'Ivey
Global Case Competition
2017' organized by the Indian
School of Business that
revolves around identifying
the best India centric business
cases studies from across the
world.
Prof. Neena Sondhi and Prof.
Rituparna Basu from IMINew Delhi and IMI-Kolkata
respectively, won a cash prize
of $4000 followed by XLRIJamshedpur and IMIBhubaneswar for holding the
2nd place and received a cash
prize of $3000. This years'
competition had received
around 100 entries from
renowned institutes from
countries namely India,
Malaysia, Netherlands and
the United States.
The competition also
witnessed winners in the
M a r k e t i n g a n d
Entrepreneurship categories
where Symbiosis Institute of
Business Management,
Bengaluru and VIT, Vellor
were bestowed with a cash
prize of $2000 each

respectively. A special mention was given to IIM-Indore, IIMAhmedabad, IIM- Trichy, MDI (Gurgaon), Manipal
University, Thiagarajar School of Management, Xavier
Institute of Management, Forbes Marshall, The Parthenon-EY
Group and IIFT. Northeastern University and University of
Minnesota Duluth were two of the global institutes in the list.

IIT Madras Wins Second Season of
Samsung E.D.G.E
Samsung India has concluded the second season of its campus
program Samsung E.D.G.E. The team from Indian Institute of
Technology (IIT) Madras, 'Athena'Z' comprising Sudarsan
MS, Saurabh Sinha and Makesh S emerged as the winner at the
national finals in Gurgaon on December 01, 2017. National
Institute of Design (NID), Ahmedabad came second followed
by Indian Institute of Management (IIM), Lucknow.
The winning team from IIT Madras impressed the jury and the
audience with their idea around making Samsung's intelligent
interface Bixby better integrated with consumers' day to day
usage of smartphones.

Team from IIM Kozhikode wins
Avant-Garde 3.0
Avant-garde by Svatantra Microfin Pvt. Ltd., now in its third
year was won by IIM Kozhikode team. This year the challenge
was to build a healthcare insurance product for the rural
households, thereby impacting the social and economic
sustainability options of the stakeholders. Winners were given
a prize of INR 100,000 where as runners-up from XLRI
received INR 100,000 and a PPI with Aditya Birla's
Leadership Program.

